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MESSAGE
FROM OUR
PRINCIPAL

MR. WAL TON

I want to say first that the teachers, students and I appreciate very much the efforts which Miss Trottier and her
loyal staff, have put into this splendid edition of REBELOGUE. With rising costs and increased difficulty in obtaining
advertising, many schools have despaired of producing a yearbook. Our yearbook staff, however, has forged ahead to
produce this book which we shall value as an excellent record of the school year.
This has been a year of acquisitions: acquisitions of good students, of a few distinctions in sports, of paintings, of
equipment and of books. I want to talk especially of books because the many interesting volumes placed in our school
library and in the classrooms have restored in me the wan hope that the habits of research and scholarly study which
books encourage might yet become as important in a secondary school as in a college.
Last year, we "skimped" on supplementary reading so that we might have more reference works. We purchased
the ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA which seemed to us an essential reference in any good school library and also
the excellent new ENCYCLOPEDIA CANADIANA. This year, by a strange twist of fate, the publishers of the
BRITANNICA have contributed a free set of their encyclopedia to every secondary school in Canada. It was a
generous gift. but now we have two BRITANNICAS!

It seems that "them what has, gets."

Although the Key Club has presented the school with a much-needed Webster's INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY. I cannot look upon their action as purely philanthropic because I suspect that, in the giving of gifts, they must
surely have wished to salve their consciences as individual members of a team which gave the men teachers a trouncing
in that lucrative basketball game last January. "Quidquid id est ..."
But the key club really has been generous for they have also supplied the need for more reference books on
Shakespeare for the use of senior students. The shelf they have started will grow. How stimulating it must be, after
having experienced a personal involvement in a play such as HAMLET, to tum to the remarks of that great producer.
Harley Granville-Barker, in his PREFACE TO HAMLET and to those of one of the world's foremost Shakespearean
scholars, Professor Dover Wilson, and to realize that the two men are not in accord on all points as to what happens
in HAMLET!
Some of the fine phonograph records which have come into the school's collection must be regarded as having
the same power of stimulation as that of books. How interest.i ng it is, after having studied RICHARD II or MACBETH
to hear a production of the play by fine actors on disks! One of the most moving experiences we had in Grade 13
this year was hearing the resonant yet sensitive voice of that doomed poet, Dylan Thomas, which seemed to come to
us from beyond the grave to tell us in FERN HILL of the burden imposed on human life by human time. And there
was Robert Frost, too, who in his reading of AFTER APPLE PICKING evoked in us the wondering contemplation
of work achieved and art created.
l see no harm in being bookish. Good teaching, stimulating as it may be, will not be really productive unless it
leads us to personal reflection, to research and to books. One who seeks deeply for truth will always enjoy good books.
One who seeks deeply for truth will always erijoy good books. This is why the acquisitions of 1959-60 have delighted
me so much.
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What's ahead for you,

young lady?

Are you continuing
your education? Are you
plan11i11g a career in
busi ne~s? [f you are
graduati11g this year, a11<l
thinking of a business career,
we im ite you to co11sider
The Bell Telephone Company
of Canada.
The Bell can help you select
a career suited to your per~onal
interests. You will recei,ejob training
and compa11y courses of i11structio11 i11
111a11)· important fields. You earn a good
salary a~ well, a11d you help to ma i11tain
a public sen ice esse11tial to rour commu11ity.

lfy111 a re looking for /H'n11(111ent e111ploy11r11l,
why 11ot drop in at The Bell now and fi11d out
more about the opportunitie~ in tliis important sen·ice.

!J )'OIi are w11li11ui11g )'Ollr ed11mtio11
you will be interested to know that Bell has splendid
opportunities for you wlien you graduate
from college. Keep us in mind,
won't you?
THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

®
•
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Rebelogue Sta/f

Editorial
J)uring the past few years Riverside Jligh School has
g-rown by leaps and hounds. \\'hen I entered high school
there were approximately two hundred students, and now
that number has more than doubled. Because of this rapid
growth it would he advisable not to ha,·e indi,·idual grade
t weh·e pictures next year.

... Cary Robinson

Editor-in-Chief
Layout ..... ......

. . Ken King, Be,·erly Slusarchuk
... .Ingrid Stahl

Advertising Director ..
I "ould like to thank all those who ha,·e helped in any
way in the publication of the year hook and in particular
those who sold the advertising which makes the publication
of the book possible. The members of the English departments have have done a great job in raising the standard
of the class columns. One of our biggest assets in the publishing of this book has heen the a(h·ice and help that we have
n:cein:d from :'11 iss Trottier. for without her, there would
not have been a Rcbelogue.

Assistants ... . ........... ...... Betty Landauer, Dick Ciffen,
Lynn Roden, Heth Lyou
Club News . ........ ... ... Jean Bruce, Pal J\elrhiaum e
Social Editor ............ .... . ....... ............ Carroll Graham

In 1>re,·io11s grades I, like most others. have looked up
to the senior ;.tucknts, but this year being a senior, I do not
The work of the student
body has hcen carr ied out by a few senior students. These
students receive little or no co-operation whatsoever from
the ;,Indent body. I hope that the students in the follow in g
year;, will work together as a single unit to promote school
,pirit and activities. The students who should he re,pected
arc those who achieve a high academic standard, and participate in extra-curricula1· activities.

,,cc what I have seen in the past.

Please o,•erlook any faults which you might find in this
hook, for the editor and staff have done their best to produce
the he;,t Rebelogue that they cou ld. I would like to say that
it has been an honour to ha,·c served as editor. I wish
ever) one the best in the final exams.

CARY ROBINSON.

Literary .

.. ........... ................ Peggy \'arah
Betty Landauer, Dick Giffen

Patrons
Sports: I \op' ..

. Pete Syring, Ron ,\llan

Cirls'

. Camille \\"atson

Photos .. ....... .

.. ......... Pat Thomson, Betty Thomas

Typists ................. ...... Betty Thomas, Paul Kiefaber,
Dick Giffen, Betty Landauer

•
REBELOGUE

Front Row: I. tor.: Lynne

Betty

Roden,
Herb

Landauer,

Summers,

Gary

Robinson (Ed itor), Ingrid
Stahl, Camille Watson.

Middle Row: Beverly SIU·
sarchuk,

Pat

Thompson,

Carol Gratham, Elizabeth
D ay. Beth Lyon.

L ast

Row:

Jim

Wood,

Peter Syring, D avid Cal-

cott,

Harry

Woodend,

Em il Talacko, Ken King,

Gord

Thompson,

Dick

Giffen.
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EDUCATION
preparation for the work of Zife
Ford of Canada encourages young people in their search for education. Over the past six years,
36 university scholarships have been awarded to the sons and daughters of employees.

The young men and women chosen may select any approved college or university in Canada.
Ford of Canada also helps support a number of youth programs including the Canadian Council for 4-H Clubs.
To stimulate creative talent and fine craftsmanship, the Ontario Student Craftsman's Fair selects the
projects entered by Ontario students in the Industrial Arts Awards sponsored annually by Ford Motor Company.
Teaching aids and educational motion pictures are made available to Canadian schools. In addition,
Ford of Canada Dealers in many communities participate in High School driver education projects.
We are proud to be associated with many educational activities, because we believe that a sound
education is the best preparation for the challenges and opportunities of the future.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED
FORD• FALCON • METEOR• FRONTENAC • MERCURY• MONARCH• THUNDERBIRD• LINCOLN • ANGLIA • PREFECT
CONSUL• ZEPHYR• ZODIAC • TAUNUS • FORD TRUCKS• MERCURY TRUCKS • THAMES VANS & BUSES • FORD TRACTORS
FORDSON TRACTORS • FORDSON DIESEL INDUSTRI AL ENGINES• EQUIPMENT FOR AGRICULTURE ANO INDUSTRY
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Front Row, left to right: Mrs. Pavezka, Miss Westgate, Miss Barr, Miss Griffiths, Mr. Walton, Miss T r ottier,
Mrs. Raymond, Miss Balkwill.
Middle Row: Mr. Drulard, M r. Krewench, Mr. Medd , Mr, Mascaro, Mr. Wilkinson, Mr. Byn g.
Back Row: M r. Sabo, Mr. Dupasquier, Mr. Gorski, Mr. GIies, M r . Winterton, Mr. Melville, Mr. O ' Gorman.

Mr. Robert F. Walton, M.A. (Western Ontario)-Principal;
Grade 13 English; Grade 9E French.
Miss Mary E. Balkwill, B.A. (Toronto)-Cradc 12 Bookkeeping; Special Commercial except Typing.
Miss Diana Barr, B.A. (Assumption)-Grade JOE English;
Grades 9-12 Girls' Physical Education.
Mr. George A. Byng, B.Sc. (Western Ontario)-Grade 12
Chemistry; Grade 13 Chemistry; Grade 13 Physics; Grades
9A, 9C and 9E Social Studies.

Mr. Elmer C. Drulard-Grades 913 and 9E Business Practice;
Grades 9-13 Boys' Physical Education.
I>
Mr. Maurice Dupasquier, B.A. (Ottawa)- Grade 9B Social
Studies; Typewriting.
Mr. :Robert D. Giles, B.A. (Assumption)- Grade 10 Science;
Grade 11 Physics.
Mr. Allan Gorski, B.A. (Western Ontario)- Grades 9C, 9D
and 9E English; Grades lOA, IOB and IOC Social Studies;
Grade 9A Occupations.
Miss Patricia Griffths, B.A. (Assumption)- Grades 9B, 9C
and 9D French; Grade 10 French.
Mr. Samuel Krewench, B.A. (Western Ontario)-Grades IOA
and IOD :Mathematics; Grade 12 Algebra; Grade 13 Algebra,
Geometray and Biology.
Mr. Gordon Mascaro, B.A. (Assumption)-Grades lOA, JOB,
I OC and JOD English; Grades 9C and 9D Business Practice; Grade 9D Social Studies.

Mr. Jack C. Medd,B.Sc., B.Paed. (Manitoba)-Grades ! OB,
IOC and JOE ::\fathcmatics; Grade 11 Geometry; Grade 13
Trigonometry and Statics.
Mr. Keith N Melville, B.A. (Toronto)- Grade 9 Science;
Grade,; 9.\ and 98 English.
Mr. Bernard J. O'Gormam, B.A. (Assumption)-Grade 9A
French; Grade 11 Fre nch : Grade 12 French; Grade 13
French.
Mrs. Mary P. Pavezka- Grade 9 llome Economics; Grade 10
Home Economics.
Mrs. M. Marguerita Raymond, B.A. (Western Ontario)Grades 9C and 9E Occupation~; Grades 10.\, JOB and JOC
Latin; Grade 11 Latin; Grade 12 Latin; Grade 13 Latin.
Mr. Joseph Sabo, B.A. ((Western Ontario) - Counselling;
Grades 9B and 9]) Occupations; Gracie 12 Guidance; Grade
11 \\' orld History f; Grade 12 \\'oriel H istory II; Grade
13 Hi~tory.
Miss M. Corinne Trottier, B.A. (Western Ontario)-Counselling: Grades 9 and 10 .\rt; Grades 11, 12 and 13
Geography.
Miss Mary Margaret Westgate, B.A. (Toronto)-Librarian;
Grades 11 and 12 E nglish.
Mr. Edward J. Wilkinson, B.A. (Assumption) - Grade 9
~lathematics; Grades lOD and JOE Social Studies.
Mr. Donald H. Winterton-Grades 9 and 10 Industrial Arts.
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HONOUR
GRADUATES

BEVERLEY ALEWICK

DONNA

BARTON

GLORIA

BROWN

DENNIS BURLING

DO U GLAS BUTCHER

GLENN CAMPBELL

PAUL CARR

HOWARD DENNISON

SHARON DOWNEY

FRASER FELLOWS

RALPH GAULT

CARROLL GRAHAM

GERRY HOLMES

ROBERT ISSELL

VIRG I NIA KIDD

DORIT KRISS

SUSAN LAPSLEY

MARY ELLEN LOARING

KAREN MILLER

WILLIAM RUCH

BEVERLY SLUSARCHUK

DOUGLAS STEEL

HERBERT SUMMERS

EMIL TALACKO

WILLIAM URSU

MARGARET VARAH

JUDITH WACHNA

KEITH WARD

!'age Seven

----

CAMILLE WATSON

ROBERT WILLIAMS

+•-..- - - -..-

DOUGLAS WINCH

JAMES WOOD

••- ••-N- ..- lll--- ··-H-1111-•-••-••-H-•tifl

Grade 13 Class Column
This year's Grade 13-otherwise known as the last
of the 59-ers-will not be remembered for anything
in particular. ~ o one can say that "·e set any records
in attendance, marks. I.Q.'s. potential. alertness,
mechanical ability or general knowledge. In fact, it
could be said that our class stood above all others
in being dull and average. But we have paid to each
other some dubious poetic tributes. Judge us on
these.
-K. Y.:.
·we are the thirteens of this new decade
\\'hose p lans for the future haYe all been well laid.
Our class was the largest at Ri,·erside so far,
J lomework and projects to our fun were no bar.
BeYerley Alewick's the first on our list:
.\ girl that's so quiet, she's oftentimes missed!
Then demure Donna Barton follows in stride.
'I'his Grade I Jospital Nurse and our own little pride!
llere's an import from \\'alken·ille, girl-about-town,
Our girl with the freckles, big Buster Brown!
Though with Dennis Burling some haYe had quarrels,
\\'e'll all take this chance to heap him with laurels.
Poor Douglas Butcher has troubles. we guess.
\Vith Colleen and Hickey, he's sure in a mess!
Xow down on the count, it's sure a free scrambleAnd up to the basket leaps our own "Sonny" Campbell!
\\'ith a name like Paul Carr, he should do metallurgy,
Or work in a grease pit. not the Anglican clergy!
ln French, Howard Dennison's often-heard voice
.Makes our full attention a different choice!
\Vatch out,. she'll get you !-and make such a fuss,
That's Sharon (she'll scare 'em) Extinct Downey Bus!
Fraser Fellows engaged oft in flirtation,
Seeking out girls to pursue "ox"ydation !
Ralph Gault studied Botany (lizzards and horn'd
toads),
.\nd laughed at the rest of us buried under French
loads!
Carroll Graham is often called Snuffy,
But when she's so called she gets quite huffy!
X ow Gerry Jr olmes was a jovial old chap,
\\'ho contributed so gaily to our French Club chat!
From yonder hall, we hear a ,Yhistle ...
lt's getting louder. \\'hy there's Bob I ssell !
Then we elected one that neYer an :
'Twas Virginia Kidd as garbage man!
Page Eight

X o"· from ::-,.: orth l•:ssex, we ha Ye Dorit Kriss,
\\'hose friendship and charm will surely be missed!
Sue Lapsley's a charming. sweet little elf,
:\lainly because she wrote this herself!
And our :\Jary Ellen, sharp as a razor.
\ \·hen choosing her boyfriends, both Jackie and Frazer!
\\"ith her homework done for every single class,
J lere's Diane Love. our own Regina lass!
Heauty and charm and dimples galore.
That's Karen :\Iiller whom the "·hole class adore!
"\\"illy" Ruch. why there's a sight to see:\lways he is talking to ~fontgomery !
.\nd here " ·ith a basketball's Be,· Slusarchuk:
In French and in team-play, she never gets stuck!
X ow a man of true Steel is our own dear Doug,
.\nd we'll remember him forever for his lovable mug!
J lerb Summers and these formals! JJ e's got a lot older;
lle twice went to sleep on Karen's soft shoulder!
See at the front there's Emil Talacko a-talking.
l wonder if it's Peggy he'll always be stalking?
Famous is Bill lJnm in our class near the top:
For doing his school work, he's neYer a flop!
X ow there's Peggy \' arah , pastimes Emil and cheering
To \\'estern next year her course she is steering!
~llle. Judy \\' achna's a serious Jass,
Except "·hen she's talking in llistory class!
There's a s ure guarantee we'll ne,·er be bored,
\\'ith Grade 13's own. good ol' Keith Ward!
J Jere's Cam ille \\"atson, our good organizer:
Xo bull frog again will e,·er defy her!
Bob \\'illiams in our class is far from a bore,
Simply because hi s car hasn't any floor!
Doug \\'inch is the Yocalist in this year's thirteen:
ln whistling and in singing. he surely is supreme!
.-\ nd our sea cadets are so Yery, Yery good,
Thanks to the work of our own Jimmy! \Vood
\\'e here has vpresented our Grade 13 class,
\\"ho soon will be entering the great working mass.
And lest we forget what has happened this year,
\ \' e\·e presented in Yerse form these lines of good
cheer.
. \nd when in the future these words you may see,
Just think to yourself, "\\' ell, they DID mention me!"

Co mm e n ce m e nt
Our annual commencement exercises this year were held on December 18.

Reverend Ll. H.ichmond

Stuart. of Riverside United Church, pronounced the invocation. ).fr.I{ . H. Brown welcomed the guests and
students on behalf of the Riverside Board of Education. This was followed by greetings from His \\' ors hip,
}layor G. R. Stewart. The llon. Paul }lartin, ?vLP. addressed the graduates and encourag-ed them to haYe
faith in their heritage, and to further their education to become better citizens of this great country of ours.
Sixteen graduates received the Honour Graduation Diploma; forty-eight graduates recei\·ed the Secondary
School Graduation Diploma and Graduation Pin; and sixty students received their Intermediate Certificates.
Bill Thomas, ,·aledictorian, reminisced of his years at Ri-verside, and thanked the teachers for their patient
understanding and assistance. •\. pain ting was presented to Mr. \Val ton on behalf of the graduating class.
Preceding the exercises the grads were entertained at a dinner at R iverside United Church. A graduation
dance brought a very enjoyable evening to a close.

CARROLL CRAJIAl\I.

Bursaries
. .JOHK 1'.IASTER

Kiwanis Club of Riverside ....... ... .
Mary Grant Society of R iverside.. ...... .

................

... .. . ........ . .. . ....

DENNIS BURLING

R.0.T.P. Scholars hip for study-Canadian Service College, Royal Roads, B.C .... ...JOHN PICKER ING

Class Medalists
Grade 9A-Susan Elliott

Grade 19B-Susan Downey

Grade 9B- Kenneth \\·oodall

Grade lOC-Sharon Parmeter

Grade 9C-\ ·era }Iac}lillan

Grade llA-Nancy Gordon

Grade 9D-Elizzabeth Barron

Grade l lB-Elizabeth Day

Grade 9E-l3lair }Iorrissey

Grade 12A-Dennis Burling

Grade l OA-Cwendolyn Burkhart

Grade 12C- l Ieather . \.llan

Grade 13-Jack ~laster

o"zd

Grads

The graduates of 1959 entered many types of careers. 1Iany decided to further their education at
uninrsities or hospitals, but a few ,vent out into the business \\"Orld.
~ ow attending London Teachers' College are Lynne Bro\\·n and l )onna Cope.
. \.t .\.ssumption are
Bob Green\\"ood, Joyce Grey, Blake Sherman, \·ictor J Lueber t, and Dan :\IcLean. r\.ttending \\'estern are
Bill Thomas, John Perkins and Doug Pearson. Cathy Bourne decided to train ag a laboratory technician
at Grace II ospital. Elaine Kmit \\"ent to Toronto where she is no"· at the Toronto Sick Childrens' Hospital.
}lyrna }Ialowney is at McGill in )Iontreal. Dick Sadlier is attending Ryerson [nstitute of Technology, and
John Pickering has gone to British Columbia to study at Royal Roads. Hryan Coupland is studyi11g forestry
at Guelph. DaYid Koski joined the ,\ir Force. Syh·ia Lumb and Jim Cope both stepped out into the
bu:;iness world. Sylvia is working at Bell Telephone Company, and Jim is \\·orking with a wholesale firm in
\\"ind:;or.
BETH LYON.
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Strong and honourable traditions pro\'ide the
foundation of firm training in leadership
expressed today in the motto or the three
Canadian Ser\'ices Colleges: Truth-Duty-Valour.
Allied to the prestige of the past is
a university degree education
gi,en by these colleges to the olliccrcadets of Canada's armed forces. Cnrefully
sl'lccted high school graduates arc trained
for challenging professional careers as
officers in the Navy, Army or Air force,
for the rc~pom,ibility of holding
the Queen's Commi!.sion.

-:::=:::B:..:::,-

ROYAl

ltOAD$,

VICTOfllA,

•.c.

II

I

II

Through the Regular Ofli.cer Training
Plan (ROTP) the Department of National Defence will sponsor a limited
number of qualified high school graduates to obtain a uni,ersity degree education, either at the Canadian Services
Colleges or at designated Canadian
universities. Full details of this sponsored education can be obtained without obligation from} our nearest Armed
Forces Hccruiting Centre, or by mailing this coupon ~
'Closing date for candidates appl} ing
for 1960 fall classes is l July 1960'.
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D,r«tor ROTP
Nl)IIQ, OTTA\\'A, <..,nJ<I>

Please ,cnJ to me full inform1t1vn on the Rcsul,r Othcer Tu,n,ng PlJn
N,me . . . .. . . . ..... .

AJJrus
(.1ty/To" n ............... . . . . ......... .. . . ...... .... Prov......... .
Ase . ..
Set\ ICC

. .• ......

thon.t

LJucat,on
Army

0

A1r Force

0

Name-Suzanne Bean.
Acts.-Black and Gold, Library
Club.
Amb.-Teacher.

Name-Pat Berthiaume.
Acts.-Ubrary C I u b, School
reporting, sports. Rebe logue.
Amb.-Collect 1,000 safety pins.
(Airline Stewardess.)

=-

GRADE XII
GRADUATES

Name--Bob Broadwell.
Acts.-Sleeping, reading Mad,
homework ( ?) .
Amb.-Organize world-wide re,
volt of High School students.

Name-Jeanne Bruce.
Acts.-Library Club, Rebelogue,
Guitar teacher, interform volleyball.
Amb.-Bachelor of Library Science and Guitar teacher.

Name-Lynda Benjamin.
Acts.~Athletic Society, Black
and Gold.
Amb.-To
become 'S k Inn y
Lynie.'

Name-Dave Calcott.
Acts.-Cadets, Rebelogue. Bad·
minton Club.
Amb.-Lawyer.

Name--Gordon N. Clark.
Acts.-Hockey, Track and Field,
Water Skiing.
Amb.-Presldent of Bata Shoe
Company.

Name-Fred Cooper.
Acts.-Track, Poker.
Amb.-BlackJack dealer.,.

Name-Walter Copeland.
Acts.-Worklng In a "Jlp" Joint
selling empty Ball Point Pen
Refills.
Amb.-To pass.

Name-Elizabeth Day.
Acts.-R e be I o g u e, Badmin,
ton, Camping, Dancing.
Amb.-To go to Mexico and
bring back a Mexican boyfriend.

Name-Jane Dent.
Acts.-Swlmmlng, eating Pizza
and talking.
Amb.-To marry Gardner McKay (( R.N.).

Name-Ron Duncan.
Acts.-Hockey, Athletic Society.
Amb.-Get out of Grade 12.

Name-Blaire Durbin.
Acts.-Swimm Ing,
Horse- back
riding, letters to Hanover.
Amb.-French tutor ,n Texas.

Name-Monica Erwied.
Acts.-Badmlnton.
Amb.-To see the world.

Pai.;1:. Eleven

Name-Frieda Ferber.
Acts.-Piano.
Amb.-To teach Judy

how to

dance.

Name-Gary Harvey.
Acts.-R.C.A.C. (Cpl.) A. y .P.A.
Amb.-Fresh Air Inspector for
Los Angeles.

Name-Sandy Firby.
Acts.-Swimming, boating.
Amb.-To own the fastest out.
board on the river. (R .N.)

Name-WIiia Force.
Acts.-Badminton Club, Cheer.
leading, R.U.B.C,.
Amb.-Bubble Dancer (Wayne
University).

Name-Sandy 'Teach' Hepburn.
Acts.-Cheerleader.
C. G. I. T.,
Track and Field.
Amb.-To pass out of Grade 12
and go to Teachers' College.

Name-Helen Hetherington.
Acts.-Track and Field, Badminton, interform Basketball,
Volleyball.
Amb.-To have one.

Name-Ruth Harrison.
Acts.-Not always.
Amb.-To play Basketball even
on a losing team.

Name--Pau I Hewitt.

Acts.-Badminton , Poker, Bas.
ketball.
Amb.-To get the most out of
life from doing nothing.

~··
Name-Dorothy Humphreys.
Acts.-Student Council, Black
Black and Gold, Track and
Field.
Amb.-To marry a diplomat.

Name--Ken King.
Acts.-Rebelogue, Playboy Mag-

Na me-Jack Livingstone.
Acts.-Key Club, Student Council, Basketball.
Amb.-Soccer player.

Name-Robert Lynch.
Acts.-Track, Football.
Amb.-Teacher ( (French).

azines.
Amb.-To see teachers replaced
with I.B.M. computers. (Royal
Military College.)

Name-Betty Landauer.
Acts.-f.S.C.F. (Pres.), Rebef.
ogue, piano, interform Bas•
ketball, and Volleyball.
Amb.-To learn Lab. Techniqu e.

Name-Beth Lyon.
Acts.-Rebelogue,
Red
Cross,
Track and Fie Id.
Amb.-To get another " Green

Bug."
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Name-Jacqueline Langis.
Acts.-Athletlc Society.
Amb.-To become a movie star.

'

Name-Mary MacPherson.
Acts.-Badminton Club, Student
Council, Rebelogue, Black and
Gold,
Amb.-Physiotheraplst.

,
Name-Glory Milner.
Acts.-Student Council, Ameri-

Name-Scott McIntire.
Acts.-Track, Football, Athletic
Society, Essex and Kent Scottish.
Amb.-Kllted Field M a rs h a I
(Denta l Surgeon).

Name-Sandra MIiiar.
Acts.-1 nterform Basketball and
Volleyball.
Amb.-To get a Teacher 's Degree at M.S.U.

Name-Elill 'Cozy' Moore.
Acts.-Hockey team and club.
Athletic Society.
Amb.-Among
other
things,
Business Administration and
Accounting.

Name.-Dick O'Callaghan.
Acts.-Track, Football, Basketball, Key Club, Athletic Society.
Amb.-French Teacher (Engineering).

Name-Gale Purdy.
Acts.-Athletic Society, Music
( Piano), S.S. Teacher, Rebelogue.
Amb.-Teacher.

Name-Gary Robinson.
Acts.-Football, Rebelogue. Student Council, A.Y.P.A. Cadets,
S.S. Teacher, K. Club.
Amb.-To be honourably discharged from Cadets.

Name,-Judy Rocheleau.
Acts.-Foollng around. ,.
Amb.-To grow a few more
inches.

Namc>-Bryan Rodie.
Acts.-Gymnastics.
Amb.-Engineering.

cans, Projects.
Amb.- To have a husband and
four children, and a garden
in three years. ( Dental Hy-

Name-Bob Mitchell.
Acts.-Cadet Band.
Amb.-To tour the world with
Miss Trottier.
( Geology at
Queen's.)

giene.)

Name-Robert Relf.
Acts.-Cadet Corps, Rifle Team.
Amb.-Coach of Livingstone's
Socceli" Team.

-

Name-Carol Sherman.
Acts.-Volleyball, Black & Gold,
A.A.U. of C. Track and Field.
Amb.- Ain't tellin'.

..-.
Name-Mary Lou Sherman.
Acts,-Basketball, Track, Black
&Gold, Badminton.
Amb.-To play on a winning
Basketball Team.

Name-Barb Smith.
Acts.-s.s. T e a c h e r, Youth
Group, Bongo Player.
Amb.-To grow 1 16" and be s·.

Name-Ingrid Stahl.
Acts.-Sr. Basketball, lnterform
Volleyball
and
Basketball,
Rebelogue, Red Cross, Library
Club, Track.
Amb.-To pass one History Test.

Name-Jim Storey.
Acts.-Letters to London, Bowling 120-mlle marathon.
Amb.-Live, laugh, love, get a
Job, retire, die.
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Name-Alan Strachan.
Acts.-Football, weekend parties, Mad Magazine.
Amb.-Take over from Alfred E.

Name-Marilyn Swanson.
Acts.-Too many to mention.
Amb.-To get my Driver's Licence and drive to Regina.
( R.N, ).

Name-Peter Syring.
Acts.-Basketball, Foot b a I I,
Track,
Rebelogue,
French
Club.
Amb.-To be taller than F. Fellows.

Name-Jane Tebbs.
Acts.-Water-skilng, J.A., S.S.
Teacher, Library Club, Interform volleyball.

Name-Betty Thomas.
Acts.-Walklng home after
school in the rain. R.U.B.C.,
School reporting.
Amb.-To receive a T -bird for
Christmas.
(Scientific
Research.)

Name-Pat Thomson.
Acts-Rebelogue, Athletic Society.
Amb.-To start the first Shmeag le colony on the moon.

Name-Ann Tofflemire.
Acts.-B a d m i n t o n
C I u b,
R.U.B.C., beating Bongos, S.S.
Teacher.
Amb.-To make a wish on every
star. (Teacher.)

Name-Larry Vlndlschman.
Acts.-Playing In a band.
Amb.-Camel spotter for the
Canadian Government.

Name-Bill Voy.
Acts.-Football, Track, Athletic
Society.
Amb.-To be the firs• person to
break the Sound Barrier by
dog sled.

Name-Jane Wachna.
Acts.-Volleyball, French Club,

Name-Pete Wakefield.
Acts.-Sr.
Basketball.
School
column for Windsor Star.
Amb.-D,sc,Jockey for a radio
sta t ion where they haven't
Investigated 'payola',

Name-Linda 'Maggie' Waugh.
Acts.-Volleyball, basket b a I I,
track.
Amb.-To be the Girls' basketball Coach at R.H.S. and ref-

Name-John Waugh.
Acts.-Hockey, Football.
Amb.-To beat the Teachers in
a hockey game.

Name-Beth Washington.
Acts.-Volleyball, interform basketball, Form. music.
Amb.-To go to university.

Name-Wendy Webster.
Acts.-Cheer, leadlng, volleyball,
official.
Amb.-lndian S::out for the gov-

Name-Nina White.
Acts.-1 nterform Basketball, Sr,
Volleyball, Athletic Society.
Amb.-To be a cheerleader in
college.

Neuman.
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Badm inton, Piano.
Amb.-Dlplomat in Russia.

ernment.

eree our own games.

,.

,e

Name-Bill White.
Acts.-Football, Hockey, Track,
Girls.
Amb.-Beach Comber.

Name-Carol Whittaker.
Acts.-Strlctly outside!
Amb.-To have some.

Name-Dave Williamson.
Acts.-Wlndsor Gymnastic Club,
Art.
Amb.-To be the first to cross
the Pacific on an Iceberg.

Name-Harry Woodend.
Acts.-Pres. of R. u. B.C., Coach
of Midget Basketball, Foot,
ball, Basketgall Sr., Track,
Key Club.
Amb.-Doctor's Degree in Phys,
lcal Education.

Name-Jane Wylie.
Acts.-Ralnbow Girls ( Worthy
Advisor).
Amb.-To take French tutoring.
(R.N.)

Name-Beverly Wirch.
Acts.-Cheer-leading,
Badmln,
ton.
Amb.-R.N.; work my way
around
the world; staying
single.

CLASS COLUMN 12A
Dear Diar) :
\\' ell, today was the last day of school. Ten months of
hard work i, Ol'er. Ron Duncan carried his last attendance
sheet clown to the ofiice, and sJ>ent his last four-minute
detention in :\Ir. ()'Corma n', room. Paul Hewitt ))funked
himsel · do,, n in the far corner of the geography room for
the last time.

h.
I,

t.

,f.

Looking hack on the year. 12.\ had some pn:tty good
times. Then: were a,,emhly 1>artie,, school activitie,. and
many otht:r ,ocial evenh. l3eth Lyon, the Red Cross President, made the Snowilake Swirl a success. Lots of luck if
you go to school in Switzerland next year. Cale Purdy
pedd)e,J ,pat, for the .\thletic Society, and had her ,h.11-e of
as,o:mbly parties. Jane Tebbs and Larry Berthiaume. when
he wa,n't dreaming of new scheme, to frustrate :\I iss Trottier,
sold stock ior the J .•\. com1>anie,. Ila,·e a good time at
.\Ima College next year. Jaue. Betty Landauer, the I.S.C.F.
l're,icl·~nt. and chief heckler on the Rebelogue. worked to
bring in ads and patron slips. Frank :-,wiston, from LDHS,
came in February, took Latin with ti-.
Gord Clark, who left, decided he couldn't stay away from
us, and came hack, used to help Beth and Betty with their
Frt:ncl· enn though he didn't take the suhject. Jean Bruce
who took half of her cla,ses with I 213, wa, always on her
soa11-box for something. Pat Berthiaume, our Library Club
Pre,icknt, wa, alway, up on the current c,·ents in geography.
J_n~rid Stahl, duhhcd 'lni{y' hy ,\Ian. was the Rehelogue \ch•crltsmg :\I anager, and class brain e\ en though she failed most
of the history tests. Sandy Firby, finally passing algebra
te,t,, ah\'a), carried her CK L\\' ring. Too bad you missed
the Quirk,. Quiz!

;r.
In

\\' e'JJ ne,·cr forget the I· rench and Chemi,try classe, we
had with Bill \\'bite ,our future plumber. whose best feature
wa, ~far) Lou, and Scott i\l cl ntire, our future bongo play<.·r.
Both came to R.11.S. from Forster. Alan Strachan. who
came. from \\'alkcrville, always had a grin for everyone,
c,pecialh ior i\f r. Saho when the suhj<·ct came around to

.\Jfred E. ).;euman. Jan<.' \\'achna, our medical cx1>crt who
came from Patterson. had a ,mile for all. Beth \\'a,hingtou
set the fa,hion pace for 12:\, and Betty Thomas ,ct the
hair st, le, ior the class. \Ye'll nc,·er forget the algebra
classes· we had with :\Ir. K rewC'nch. espedall) afkr a test.
David Calcott and Boh \I itchell tried in \'am to hat tie ,uni,
and quadratic equation,. Ken King. our algebra whiz whose
favourite past-time was eating potato chips and arguing with
:\I iss Trottier on Jay-out for the Rehelogm•, always had a
smile for enryone. Jim Robert,, who left u, to jo111 the
.\ir Force. was one oi the nicest fellows in the cla,, and
deserves the best. Jane \\'ylic, our Rainbow girl, had her
,hare of tea,ing from Larry. Boh Broadwell nc,·<.•r had
much to ,ay o:xcept when the suhject turned to hocke). Jane
Dent had her trials and trouble, with Peter Syring and ::\lr.
Saho. Gary Robinson, Paul, Peter and Ron had a great
time in French until th<.•y were separated. Cary ,, a, the
Y car-Book editor and our Student Council repre,1:ntatin.
::\Iary ::\fac Pherson wa, the other member of the cla" on
Student Council, and rcprc,C'nting R.lf.S., went to Kew York
la,t fall to the L'.X. Ruth llarri,on, our .\thktic S<ll'il'I,·
member had a grand time arguing with ~Ir. Saho on grce;1
,:,tamps. Suzanne Bean. our agile pianist. alway, had a greeting for cvcryont. Hope you lik<.· teaching. Sandy :\I illar
could he best rcmcmhtn•d hy her red face ,tfter one of :\Ir.
Saho', remarks.
She rcalh had her trouble with Ron
Duncan, in hack of her, in. French. Pete Syring did the
layout on Bo),' Sports for thi, hook, and what woulcl :\Ii"
Trottier <lo without him?
La,t hut not lea,t, we can't forget :\Liss Trottier who was
our patient, loving home-room teacher. There \\'{'re fru,trating
days for htr hut ~he ,tuck h) 11, and the Rd,eloguc through
1t all. \\'ell. dear diary. l hope we'll all meet again ,ome
clay. Those that go on to Grade 13 ,, ill be around next year
hut tho,c who go d,n\'h<.·n· <k,en-e the hc,t of luck.
th~
,cnior, ,, c wi,h tlH· ht·-t, and to the re,t of the ,d10ol, have
a ).(ood ,ummt·r !
HETTY L \XD.\l'ER.

To
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CLASS COLUMN 128
A Day In the Life of the Most Questionable
Class at Riverside High
.\ccording to the teachers 128 is the worst Grade 12 the
school has ever known. According to the students it is the
best (hu111011red, that is),
\\" e start our day at the top of the stairs before our
helO\·cd Room 9 waiting for '.\Ir. Sabo to a rrive with the key
and frantically studying last night's chemistry or this morn·
ing's history. \\"hen we enter the class, despite '.\[r. Sabo' s
con:.tant reminders to stop chattering and gel to wo,·k, chaos
reigns for se\'eral minutes.
\\"hen Bill \'oy finally sib down and Kina (we think)
sca111pers to her seat breathlessly, we start a history class
in which Peter \\'akcficld absolutely disagress with ::O.Ir. Sabo
on some questionable points of American history. \\'hile
\\' ilia Force tries frantically to persuade 1Ir. Sabo that s he
is thinking about history and not la,t weekend's date, and
El izabeth Day makes faces about male nurses, Jim Storey
and Blaire Durbin and Barb Smith becon,e good friend,. At
the end of the period '.\Ir. Sabo and Brian 11itchell have a
husband to hushand talk about the drudgery of babysitting,
and )larilyn Swanson and Shelly J cwell discuss the merits of
joining the . \i,· Force with (; lory ::\I illner and Pat Thomson.
ln chemistry Glory :'.\lilncr instructs '.\Ir. Byng to take
the temperature of his sick thermometer while the rest of
the class, including \\'alter Copeland and Carol S herman,
manufacture midget hydrogen bombs.
On to French class when Bob Lynch and '.\Iary Lou
Sherman clean the boards for extra merit marks. 1Cr. o ·cor·
man tries to impress upon Larry \'indischman the importance
of ha\'ing his French homework in his own handwriting, and

he adds a few pointers to Dick O'Callaghan on not ha,·ing
his paper in the audio.,·isua I room. Brian Rodie and Boh
Relf ca1Ty on con,·ersations with Sand)· Hepburn and Lynne
::-; icol.
ln gcogra1>hy, 11iss Trottier thanks Shelly Jewell for her
piriceless contribution in the form of a map pulley. Jim
Storey cannot decide on a permanent scat, but Cary Harvey
and Dave Parmeter seem to have theirs chosen for them.
Da,·e \\"illiamson becomes ~[ bs Trotticr·s scribe for deten·
tions, one of which he transca·ibcs for himself.
On to bookkeeping where Bill 1[oore, the lone boy tries
with difficulty to concentrate on ::-.Jiss Balkwill while surround ed
hy girls. John \\'augh has a front seat while Helen Heather·
ington has taken up residence in front of Gary.
l n the afternoon we visit the library where Harry spent
mucn of December and •\n n and \,.alter have such lovely
conversations. I wonder what they find so interesting? 1[aybc
Ann is telling \\"alter about her ··Christmas present."

John \\"augh·s secret ambition is to heat the teache,·s at
a hockey game hut he won·t tell anyone.
Be,· \\' irch had trouble with 13ill 1Joore at the first of
the year. It seems BeY is ticklish and B ill has a weakness
for red ponytails.
\\·c must sign off, but with this reminder: \\"e will leave
memories 0£ us at Ri\'erside, but we are not sure what kind.
P.S.-).lr. Sabo, we know you are not as old as \\" endy
th in ks you arc.
ELJZ,\BETH DAY.

12C CLASS COLUMN
Thb yea,· the 12C Commercial Cla,-s was composed of
~ix female students. \ \" e will introduce them to you: 11 iss
Lynda Benjalllin, '.\I iss :'.\lonica Erweid. :.[iss Frieda Ferber,
:.Iiss Dorothy Humphreys, ).fiss Jacqueline Langis, ::0.[iss Judy
Rocheleau.
.\ typical day begins with Lynda changing the calendar,
and Dorothy takin g the attendance sheet down to the office.
The 9 o·ctock bell rings and our first etas~ is bookkee1>in g,
the only class where we are joined by students from 12.\ and B.
Miss Balkwill begins our morning by reciting the ne,·er·to-beiorgotten Bookkeeping Equation: :\ssets=Liabilitics+Capital.
The next class is shorthand where Dorothy is alway,
rea,Jy with her new outlines when the rest of us hesitate.
.\s a result her voice goes; then we jm.t have to figure out
those curves and hoob ourselves. .\ , the 10:10 bell goes we
march into our homeroom teacher's class, Mr. Dupasquier,
to try our skill at typing, Monica i~ the ,tar here becau~c
~he was the first to attain a speed of 65 word,.
Corre,pondcncc finds Jackie with a pronunciation problem.
Our little French classmate can't be sure whether you sub·
,tract (Fr. soustaire) or subtract.
l'al{c Sixteen

l n ,pelling we find Frieda reading the words out in her
·· Ball Field \"oice," as '.\li~s Balk will calls it. a nd L ynda
plugging away at her sylO lahication of words.
The la,t period on the mornin g we return to Room 21
only to find Judy seated at the clictaphone with a puzzled
cxp,·ession o n her face. \\. c "·alk over to find out the trnublc
and discover she has inserted the belt hack wards. Result: a
foreign language.
Our afternoons are taken up with 1Jath. which seem,
he our downfa ll. and econon1ics, which incidentally, has
nothing to do with cook in g.

to

.\:; the day draw, lo a close. there is a mad scramble to
the Business .\I achincs room in order to retrieve our favourite
machine. Br the end of the day when the 3 :30 bell goes,
we arc knee deep in tape and figures.
So, that ends a typical 12C day, and we'll all certainly
miss the fun and hard work next as we try to find our place
in the Business \\' oriel.

11A
Front Row: L to R: Lynn Adair, Carol
Burbridge, Sue Downey, Diane Chantry,
Janice Moore, Carol Harvey, Gwen Burkhart, Judy Kersey, Coleen Howard.
Middle Row: Ruth Morrison, Sandra
Lever, Lynda Emerson, Trina St. Onge,
Carol Hancox, Judy Jansen, Mary Martin,
Rltva Hautala.
Back Row: Jim Duck, Bill Powers, Ron
Waddington, John Maxwell, John Andriash. Ron Allen, Alex Davidson. Mike
Ward. Peter Loaring, Josd Zamuda,
Nelson Orthner, Craig Allen, Helmut
F e rber.

118
Front Row: L to R: Vera Ure, Karen
Kersey, Carole Payne, Arlene Hayward.
Monica Menn, Linda Volllns, Shirley
Everett, Sharon Brian , Beth Montgomery,
Karen Ardlel.
Middle Row: Sharon Parmeter, Shirley
Slusarchuk. Margaret Wiseman, April
Courtney. Brown, Pam Fellows, Sandra
Meuller, Peggy Upton, Marianne Langlois,
Marcia Brown, Ell,:abeth Lazurlk, Joy
Dickson.
Back Row: Don Kincaid, Dav id Cooper.
David Baker, Wayne Norbraten, Dennis
Duff, Ronald Droui llard, David Tarcia,
Dick Giffen.

llC
Front Row: L to R: Marian MacKinnon,
Jackie Davis, Shella Georges, Sharon
Freeman, Andrea Campbell.
Middle Row: Bill Stewart, Jim Shannon,
BIii Wells, BIii Wakeley, Paul Kiefaber,
Rod Smith, Ray Matthews, Dave Parmeter, Rick Faulkner, Aaron G ignac.
Back
berger,
Manor,
Coyle,
Snider.

Row: Ken Thorn, Frank Buken.
Peter Budwln, Jim Perkins, Brent
Dave Wh ite, Larry Relf, Jack
Tom Ryan, Ross Miles, Gary

-----lOA
Front Row: L to R . Margaret Hodut,
Bonnie Brown, Catherine Hindmarsh,
Nancy Housely, Linda Brown, Barbara
Howie, Gall Graham, Janet Davidson.
Elizabeth Barron, Margaret Brady.
Middle Row: Anne Davy, Randy Austin,
Bruce
Davidson,
John
Paul,
James
Hussey, Elayne GIibert.
Back Row: Terry Clark, Juri Kasemets,
David Logan, Wayne Harris, Blair Morrissey, Larry Coughlin, Mike Loarlng.
Absent: Lyall Hugh es, Judy
I.Inda Linforth, Gail Lewis.

Jones,

108
Front Row: L to R: Rojean Love. Nyla
O'Conner, Sandra Wilson, Pat Snider,
Ellen Russell, Joyce Russell, Nancy White,
Eleanor

Seary,

Beverly

Martin,

Janet

Murphy.
Middle Row:
Margitta
Wiedemann,
Maya Van Diessen, Vera MacM i i Ian, Sue
Taylor, Sandra Saruna.
Back Row: Ricky M line, Neil St. Clair,
Ken WIison, Mike Wilson, Jacob Ochs,
Roger Touchie. Bennet Ormseth, Ron
Roberts, Ken Woodall, Gorn Thompson,
Gord Winch.
Absent: Bob Musselman. Gaye Webb.

lOC
Front Row: L to R: Lynne Rozich,
Marion de Vaan, Kristine Lavlkka, Gwen
McOerby, Gall Whiteside, Karen Johnson,
Sally Barlow, Barb Smith, Jane Pendle·
bury, Jane. Anne Bower.
Middle

Row:

Bob

McAllum,

Pastorius, Maxine Watters,

Walter

lryne Maki.

Karen Flewelling. Lynn Burnie, Diane
Morton, Tom Smith, David Dent.
Back Row: Eric Morgan, Dave Merschback, John Tweedle, Bruce Stott, Richard
Alewlck, Ted Williams, Richard Lefave,
Ron Kocela. Peter Malowney, George
Lewis, Dave MacKay.

Pa!,(l'

Eighteen

,,

10D

a
I,

Front Row: L to R: Gall Stanley,
Sharon Robinson, Barbara Yates, Cheryl
I,

Tripp, Diana Carriere, Carolyn Eve, Chris.

$

tine Chand ler.
Back Row: Don Dawson, Alan Rothwell
Larry Girard, Gary Nortbraten, Larry
Mero, Bob Jones, Doug Topliffe, Dwayne
Duke, David Connors, Alex Robinson.

,.

lOE
Front Row: L to R: Sheila Wonsch,
Darlene Peters, Jury Steele, Suzanne
Bernhardt , Cathy Crump, Bev Schnelder,
Carole Cowley, Rhoda Fowkes, Diane
Chandler, Mary Bogle.
Back Row: Linda Carberry, Bob Luck•
Baker, Dav id Ascott, M Ike Wilson, Bob
Ba illie, Tom Skinner, Paul Peacy, Ted
Pickering, Stan White, Jeannette Ford.

-
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You need niore

than the right answers
A fine school record is the beginning of a fine future. But it is
only a beginning. A still better foundation for a successful career

is a university education.
Unfortunately, many of those with the right answers and the
right abilities are unable to develop their full potentialities at a
university because of a lack of funds. It was these students
that the seven General Motors companies operating in Canada
had in mind when, in 1955, they jointly undertook the General
Motors Canadian Scholarship Programme.
Each year twenty-five scholarships are awarded and, to date,
125 students have benefited from awards ranging in value up to
$2,000. And the GM Scholarship Programme also provides
funds to the universities themselves to help maintain and
improve the quality of education. The choice of one of 14
universities and of faculty is entirely in the hands of the students
and their advisors.
Through this Scholarship Programme, General Motors helps
many students develop their faculties and abilities to the fullto mature into people able to play a substantial role in Canada's
tomorrow.

Applications for Genera/ Motors Scholarships should be directed to the
Registrars of the following participating universities:
The University of Toronto; the University of Western Ontario,
London; Queen's. University, Kingston; the University of Montreal;
McGill University, Montreal; the University of Manitoba, Winnipeg;
the University of British Columbia, Vancouver; the University of
Saskatchewan, Saskotoon; the University of Alberta, Edmonton;
Dalhousie University, Halifax; the University of New Brunswick,
Fredericton; Laval University, Quebec City; Memorial University,

St. John's, Newfoundland; and McMaster University, Hamilton.

GENERAL MOTORS
GROWING WITH CANADA
Page 'l'wen ty

9A
Front Row: L to R: Lorrie Kirk, Lynn
Vickers, .Jo-Anne Gratto, Forrest Shan-

non,

Frances Tako, Gail

Bolton, Wendy
Jane Clancy.

Bratto,

Joyce

Burbridge. Gall Hancox,

Middle Row: John Woodhouse, Robert

Linton ,

Darry

Western, Theresa

Sealy,

Monica Phillips, Susan Livingstone, Sandy
Starrett, Marion Yates, Jo-Anne Gillespie,
Robert
Simpson,
Pete r
Baxter, Rick
Howard.
Back Row: Paul White, John Wetherup,
Herb Miller, Eric Seppala, Tom Hawkins,
Robert K rivoshien, Wayne Long, Doug
Fitzgerald.
Richard
Moran ,
Kenneth
Moore.

98
Front Row: L to R: Annette Pitre,
Marilyn Post, Ellen Wood, Sheila White,
Nancy Watret, Pat Spicer, Ute Preussel,
Carol Lappan.
Middle Row: Caro l Quick, Reva Reid,
Linda Westlake, Bonnie Wel ls, Susan
Ripley, Irene Wojziuk, Leslie Wilson,
Ruby Thrasher, Linda Ovens.
Back
Row:
Harris
Brossmer,
Ron
Fateaux, Bruce Jardin, Greg Holder,
Virgil Duff. Dug Connor, Bob Goodfellow,
Dennis Walker, Gordon Gosling, Chuck
Morgan, Heinz Erwled, Charles Giles.

9C
Front Row: L to R:Marilyn Mallaby,
Anne Powers, Peggy Adair, Ada Fraser,
Shella Kelton, Jane Johnston, Pat Patrick,
Frances Munro, Judy Quarrlngton, Lois
Manney.
Middle Row: Carol Low@, Corin@ O'Collison, Jan i ce Gohm, Gail Evans, Sandy
Long, Susan Fuller, Marjorie Kay, Margaret Morr ison, Janice Burleigh.
Back Row: Doug Gale, Barry Warnock,
Bob
Meloche,
Boyne
Wiseman,
Paul
Walden, Bob Taylor, Dennis F'ord, F'rank
Lachance, Ron Unger, Ken Winch.
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9D
Front Row: L to R: Laura Stevenson,
Gale Solo mchuck, Nancy Thompson, Pat
Boot h, Janet Ireland, Eileen Tiede, Kay
Wallace. Olga Sigmund, Brenda Steele,
Joy Stinehcombe.
Middle Row: Gail l-lambrldge, Margaret
Toff lemire, Tom Mi ll ar, Robert Lindquist,
Jack Kit son, Tom Newmarck, Alan Phillips, Heather Jewell, Jack ie Spearin.
Back Row: David Stewart, Tom MIiner,
Henry Sipi la, Oswald S t ahl, Bob Richardson, Walter Samann, J im Robinson, John

Loarlng.

9E
F'ront Row: L to R: Sandy Baillie, Gail
Burdette, Pam Duncan, Beverly Smith,
Linda Hipson, Brenda Cheetham, Lin da
Bennet t,
Evely n Debrecen, Rosemary
Cosh, Sue Ardlel.
Middle Row: K athy Andrews, Cathy
Dell, Jill C lendennlng, Carol Lyon, Ruth
Duncan, Faye Campbell, Ann Ferry,
Carole Fisher.
Back Row: Howard Hicks, David Higgenbottem, Mike Hoba, Prest on Smith.
Absent: Sharron Brown, Brian Evans.
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Barbecued Chicken, Spare Ribs,
Home Made Chili
Free Home Delivery in Riverside

274 Lauzon Rd.

~
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Annex Dept.
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Windsor, Ont.

CLASS 11A
Cla~s J !.\, with apologies to all poets.
Blue :.Ionday's here, the brassy bell
Clangs merrily down the hall,
. \nd many little sneakered feet
Come running to the call.
Ourf first sto1> is with 1{r. Medel,
Our Geometry to learn.
Pythagorns would be mighty proud
Of Joe and Craig this term.
Then on to Latin where the call
From .\[rs. Raymond comes,
Colleen and Judy Kersey
~like and Sandy arc the ones.
).fiss Trottier opens wide her door,
To ,·isions there within,
Of earth and sky and uni\'erse,
Geography's the thing.
Herc Gwen, Ron \Yaddington
And Ruth and Ritva shine,
The others such as you and I
\\' e struggle all the t ime.
:.liss \\·estgate smiles and asks us all
'fo parse another sentence,
Herc Pete and Lynda, Jim and Ron
In English they're the essence.
).fiss Barr is lucky this year, too
\Vith Carol Sue and Carol,
The team's first class, we love them all,
Come on, girls, "Up and at 'em."
:.Iary :.fartin, Carol Harvey, John and Bill
Their interest carri es th em to Athens hill;
Herc Mr. Sabo dwells upon
The glodes that have come and gone.
\\"ith ).fr. O'Gorman at his door
Smiling a real French welcome,
\Ve all file in so unaware,
.\ test! Pourquoi Sir? Oh Sir!
Diane, John Maxwell, Helmut, Xancy
They studied, lucky foursome,
The rest we sigh and stumble on
How do the French spell ''poison"?
•\lex, X el son, Trina, Janice,
Lynne Adair and Judg Jansen.
•\II brighten up the Physics cla,,.
:.fr. Giles holds our attention.
And that leaves me, with al I the rest,
Running- down these halls of learning,
In my little sneakered feet,
Hurry genius, start your burning!
LYKKE RODE~.
-!,,-

CLASS COLUMN 11 B
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.\~ we go back in history,
These famous figures we will sec:
Of Kayne ,our Julius Cacsa,·,
\ \ "ho was, of course, a lady pleaser.
, \rlene and ).farriane will take their plao.:c
•\ s Queen ,.\nne with a ll her grace.
\\'hen 1>eoplc were looking sick and pale,
\\.eren't you. Peggy, :.fiss .:,.;ightingalc.
Sharon Brian a, good Queen Bessie
\\'ho Haleigh helped when England was messy.
Queen ~[ary, of course, we'll see
\\'ould be our own Marcia B.
\\'e all remember Archimedes Dave
So famous for his shower bathe.

To Liz we will give our hand;
She's E lizabeth of England.
Shirley, Beth and Karen make t_hings whirl
Because they were the Gibson Girls.
Dick Giffen retained his name
Of Richard the Lion Heart with his fame.
:.fonica and Pam. we love your smile:
You were 1Iona Liza for a while.
1 may he fishing in the dark,
But weren't you, \Vanda, the Joan of Ark?
\\' e call her Carol, but of course the name
\\'as probably Calamity Jane.
To Linda we'll take off our hat to 'er,
For surely she was Cleopatra.
Ron Drouillard hasn't changed since;
Remember him as the Black Prince.
You can't fool us, Dennis,
Yon'II always be the menace.
And back a few years we will go;
Remember Don as Romeo.
And two of the nicest we've ever met;
Of ::'lfarg and Vera as J ulict.
\\' e'll all remember Socrates
\Vas David Tarcia, if you please.
Karen, Kersey and Joy,
\\'e know you were Helen of Troy.
The Alexander who we call
David Cooper, conquered all.
And April who likes to explore
:\ s the wife of Columbus could do a lot more.
The godess Pallas Athene as I surmise
\\'as Sharon and Sandra in disguise.
\\' c couldn't put Shirley S. in you see,
She doesn't fit any phase of History.
).[ iss \\' estgate, of course, we mustn't pass;
She makes history in every class.
WAND,\ BATKE.

CLASS COLUMN 11 C
Our class is like the League of Nations.
Headed by 1Ir. Giles, who keeps friendly relations,
There's Ken Thorn-with his 'Savoir Faire,'
.\ncl Jackie and Andrea of the changing hair!
Ray ~I atthews whom we call to Scot:
Bill \Velis who hatches a Z...foscow p lot.
Pete Ryan. who from the League plays hookey,
And Sharon Freeman, she' s mommy's cookie!
Jack Coyle, he's quite the animals'. friend,
\\'hile Roddy Smith follows the arti st's trend,
Bill Stewart, our genius of the rink,
Cli\'c 'l'omkins-well I'll have to think!
:.[arion ).f cKinnon, our humourous 1Iiss,
And Jim Shannon who's shy and full of bliss,
Paul Kiefaber, who s leeps like a log.
Is followed by Jim Perkin,, our Huckleberry H-Dog!
Rick Faulkner, such a jolly tar
.\nd Fred Bukcnbcrgcr reaching for a ,tar,
Dave \\'hite, the mighty Sitting Bull,
Is outdone by Peter Budwin- the Kookie of our school!
Then there's Brent :.[anor who lounges with case
\\'atching Larry Relf whom we love to tease.
Gary Snyder wi th his practical jokes
Backed up by Bill \\'akelcy who fol low, the hoax .
Ro~s :.I ile:,, our amiable man of the class,
Sheila Georges, the attendance sli p toting Ja,s
Aaron Gignac who defends our football
J s folloyed by Da\'e Parmeter, the greatest duck hunter of all.
IIere )'OU have the class of classe~,
\\' ith lots of lads and fewer lasses.

SHELIA GEORGES.
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Pure Automobile
the all-new ones from
Chrysler of Canada for 1960

(;

Surrounds you with silent strength
Unibody construction gives
twice the torsional strength
and 40%more beam strength
Here is a family of cars built a whole new way
- the 1960 cars from Chrysler Corporation.
We call this new construction Unibody because
body and frame have been designed into a
single, solid unit.
Gone is the old concept of a body and a frame
held together with nuts and bolts. In the 1960
cars from Chrysler Corporation the new, allwelded body gives you a car with twice
the torsional strength and 40% more beam

strength than cars made the old way.
And also gone, with the nuts and bolts, are a
surprising number of squeaks and rattles.
These cars ride so quietly they sound and feel
like they're going 10 miles per hour slower than
they are.
Pw·e automobile-built stronger to last longer.
And styled in quiet good taste to look good
longer, too. Simple facts that mean these cars
will bring many dollars more whenever they're
sold or traded.
Stop in soon at your neighborhood dealer's
and get acquainted with the all-new ones for
1960. Let a drive bring out the difference
great engineering makes.

The Quick, the Strong, and the Quiet
VALIANT

PLYMOUTH
CHRYSLER
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CLASS COLUMN 1OB

Dave Logan is a barrel of fun,
Rut once in a whiie acts shy to some.

'J'he following questions were subn1itted by !OB Students
and are ans\\'cred hy Jrofcssor \\'illic \\'izard:

Good marks she has, that Elizabeth B.,
She's quite smart as we can sec.

Q. Dear \\"illie \\'izzard: How can I cure Rodger from
turning around and talking to Ron?
.\. Dear 11rs. Raymond: :.(o,•e Rodger behind Ron so he
won't ha,·e to turn around.

Janet didn't make the football team.
But as a cheerleader ,he's sure on the beam,
1Iike Loarittg is very good 011 the parallel ba1·,
~[aybe some day he'll he a gymnastic star.
Gail Lewis is really a sweet darling child,
Although sometimes she seems to be terribly wild.

By now Gail Graham has borrowed a ream,
:\ ton of paper is her dream.
Blair 1forriscy studies as the world unfolds,
For him we wonder what the future holds.
\\'c mustn't forget our lovely sport whiz,
Elayne Gilbert is good in any tough quiz.
The penalty Bonnie Brown will know,
For talking after the bell did go.

Q. D.\Y.\\'.: \\'hy can't I get silver spray out of my hair'
A. Dear Rojean: You've got me stumped on this one-why
not ask our 'Electric Brain'?

Q. D.\\'.\\'.: I have fallen in IO\'e with 'pizza'.
.\. Dear Jake: Is that Pizza spelled ':.fargitta \\'.' ?
Q. D.\\·. \\'.: \\'hat docs Bob :\f ussclman find so interesting
about \ ' era and Eleanore's de:sk?
. \. Dear :.[ r. Mascaro: l\ o offence, sir. but everyone likes
a change of scenery.

Q. D. \\'.\\". : Generally speaking, how would you describe
Sue T. and Sandra S.?
. \. Generally speaking, they're generally speaking.

John Faul wea1·s several bobby pins,
Too bad his hair looks like Rin Tin Tin's.

Q. D.\\'.\\'.: \\'hr docs Sandy \\'. have such a weak voice?
•\. Because she was horn in the quiet ,·illage.

Ann Davy keeps us in a tizzy,
She's always worki1tg but never busy.

Q. D . \\' .\\'. : \\"hy did Caye \\". move?
A. ~he wanted to be near Pat.

Linda Linforth who'll never say die,
Still hopes she'll find that special guy.

Q. D.\\'.\\'.: \\'hy i~ Xancy so loud??
.\. \\'hat do you mean loud? She's as quiet as a tin roof
in a hailstorm.

Bruce D., another b1·illiant boy,
Has shown up Ken \Voodall to his joy.
Judy is quiet, she makes little noise,
But one thing's for sure, she attracts all the boys.

Q. D.\\'.\\'.: \\"hat does Ricky like about Pat'
. \. Her homework.

Q. D.\\'.\\'.: \\'hy does Ken \\'ilson always sleep thru' classes?
A. Because he continually dreams about Gwen.

1Iargaret Brady, it seems,
Doesn't know on what side to put the nylon seams.

Q. D.\\".\\'.: \\'hat is Pat's purpose in Life?

In football Larry's pretty hairy,
But in French it seems it's just the contrary.

A. To write notes for other people to copy.
(How do you think I wrote th is column?)

Linda is our 'Charlie Brown',
It's hard to catch her with a frown.

Q. D.\\'.\\'.: \\'hy does Ellen get mixed up with Joyce?
A. Sarne reason Joyce gets mixed up with Ellen.

She loves sports but it seems that boys,
Arc really Barb Howie's favourite joys.

O. D.\V.\\'.: \\' hy does 1Iike Tomson write so many songs ?
:\. He has to do something for exercise?

In Social J uri's a naughty Knave,
Could it be he's in a crossfire between Lyall and Dave?
In Science Nancy is always late,
For she must keep a typing date.

Q. D.\\..\\'.: \\'hy ·are there always people standing around
me?
A. DcaC" Ron: They arc waiting for their homework.

Q. D.\\'.\\'.: \\' hy docs Cordie T. always argue with the

Terry Clark's nickname is the ·Detention Kid,'
It's not what he docs but what he didn't did!

girls?
A. I don't knew, but he just can't ~eem to fight them off.

\Vayne Harris in a Football uniform is a ,cream,
That is why he played centre on the team.

Q. )).\\'. \\'.: \\'hy is Gordie \\". so short?
.\. I guess he hasn't been eating his '\\'hcatie~.'

Another classmate we cannot forget,
Is our petite 1Iademoiselle :.Iargaret Hodut.

O. D.\\'.\\'.: \\"hy docs :.laya have such good posture?
:\. She took ·yogi' lessons in Europe.

It seems in eve1·y class, Jim Hussey,
Over marks is very fussy.

Q. D.\\'.\\'.: \\' hy docs Kyla always jum1> over desks?
.\. She has hecn sleeping in and doesn't get a chance to do
her exercises.

Cathy H indmarsh is kind of shy
But we het she meets a real nice guy.

Randy Austin who's a real good sport,
\\' ill take teasing of any sort.
Lyall Hughes in Latin does recline,
And he thinks this poem over line by line:
"Latin is a dead Janugagc,
It's plain enough to see.
Tt killed off all the Romans,
And now it's killing me."

Q. D.\\".\\'.: \\'hy does Be\' ha\'c such a hard time in Social
Studies?
.\. Dear 1Jr. Gorski: She concentrates on other ·pictures'
while she is studying.
Q. D.\\'.\\'.: How can 1 heat Ken \\'oodall this term?
.\. Dear Keil: Old Chinese Proverb say... He who works
hardest will succeed."

Q. D.\\',\\ .. : \\"hat should I he when I grow up?
.\. Dear Janet: A Reporter. of course.
Q. D.\V.\\'.: \\'hy are there always girls standing around me?
A. Dear Bennet: After all you are handsome.

SANDY SARUNA.
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CADETS-R.C.S.C.C. ADMIRAL HOSIE

The corps has maintained its strength of 110 cadets
and seven officers. The corps now boasts its own
whaler which paid off handsomely when the cadets
won the w haler sailing championship for the corps of
Eastern Canada during their stay at Hi\JCS Acadia
at Sydney, Nova Scotia. The corps also \\"as runner-up
for General Efficiency and Sports at this camp period.
The corps for the second straight year won the
Lord Strathcona. Shield for General Efficiency among
the Sea Cadet Corps of Ontario Schools. On Remembrance Day the corps paraded to the cenotaph at the
Recreation Centre for a short service.
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'l'h is year the Cadets had their First )!iii lary Bal I
on February 12 which " ·as enjoyed by those who atended. This year the Annual lnspection was held
on the afternoon of May the ninth.
For the first time the corps has two rifle teams to
represent it in the variou:; competitions. The teams
are under the able handling of :.\lr. E. Busby (Lt.
RCSCC) .
In all the corps has done very well in its short time
and will with the help of all hands continue to be an
asset to the school.
Jnr WOOD

r---
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BAKER BROS. AUTO SERVICE

Ii BEST WISHES

Wyandotte and Villaire Streets
Riverside, Ont.
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Clothier to Gentlemen

hone WH~ 5-·2_4_1_2~ - - ~ ~ -

Reynold's Picture Framing & Cut Gallery
1352 Wyandotte East, Windsor

CL 6-0808

316 Pelissier
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Picture Framing
Art Supply

Art Lessons
Pictures

CL 4-4115
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CLASS COLUMN l OC
lOC's ALPHABET SOUP
A is for .\lewick, Richard's our boy.
To teacher~ he he's not a bundle oi joy.
B i~ for Barb Smith, a pert little miss.
She's sure to give some boy·s heart a twist.
C is for Chris which should he spelt with a K.
\\'e know .\[iss Lavikka likes a boy named .\IacKay.
D is for David, of which ha,·e four,
There are .\lershback, Dent, Kellington, .\lacKay, but no
more.
E is for Eric i\lorgan, from some block he's a chip.
\\'e can still hear him calling, 'Cheerio!' and 'Pip-pip!'
F is for Flewelling, Karen's really not so bad,
Once you get used to the fact that she's mad.
G is for Gwen .\lcDerby, a little cracked nut.
Let's hope she doesn't get stuck in a rut.
H is for systerical which is how you will be,
. \fter reading these silly rhymes written by me.
I is for Irene, whose last name is .\faki,
Everyone knows that she is quite wacky.
J is for both Janes, Pendlebury and Bower.
Their beauty over the others really does tower.
K is for Karen Johnson who looks like a wreck
\\'hen its her turn to cook a meal in Home Ee.
L is for Lynne, of which we have two.
Lynne Burnie and Lynne Rozick are for me and for you.
M is for Diane l\.!orton of "pot-pie'' fame,
Though this is a title she refuses to claim.

N is for nothing. very little you bet,
It's all that we ask for and often we get.
0 what a mistake I made in this plan,
1 nearly forgot our ~[iss 'M arion Dc\'aan.
P is for Peter l\lalowncy who's quite a fellow,
He·s always found near his friend, Ron Kocela.
Q is for quiet which describes George Lewis to a tee,
But without him our class would be filled with not quite
so much glee.
R is for Robert l\lcCallum and Richard Le Fave,
Over them all the girls really do rave.
S is for Sally Barlow who is quite a pest,
But as a friend she is one of the best.
T is for Tweedy, John is his name,
\\'hat we don't know is what is his game.
U is for "Urge" which is .\faxime \\'attcrs strange call.
.\s she yells •· Hi. t ·ge. to everyone she greets in the hall.
V is for victorious. \\'hy? \\'ell. 1'11 give you three guesses,
It's because I remembered Bruce Stott and Tom Smith,
two 111ore S's.
W is for \\'i Ilia ms and \ \ 'hiteside whom we like in our class.
For Ted is quite a lad and Gal is quite a lass.
X is fo,· example you can make of this ditty,
And say that the author is not very witty.
Y is there a haze around \\'alter Pastorius?
\\'ell. his feelings for Nancy are really quite glorious.
Z is the finish. of more letters we have none.
To gain more news wait till 1961.
G\\'El\ .\IcDERBY.

CLASS COLUMN 1OE

CLASS COLUMN 100
Ten D is the class
That stands at the last
In campaigns and standing it's true
Rut the kids are the best
Except for our pest
And this Don Dawson is you
.\lex Robinson the brain
Larry l\.!ero·s a scientist who's going insane
\\'hile the French teacher tries to keep him tame
Larry Girard is an actor at the height of his fame
.h for Da,·id Connor's homework it consists of a hockey
game.
From Dwayne Duke it's autographs later if it's all the
saine.

Of course Carolyne Eve is the quietest of all
\\'hile Allan Rothwell sings in the hall
. \nd Christine or rather Catherine has a ball
Doug Topliffe and Bob Jones arc the sharpets it's true
:\nd in football they arc the greatest of few
Grant smith from Social has been 1rnt 011t
Of this there is no logical doubt
.\nd Quicky Quiz Yates
~lakes love by the gates
..\nd generally speaking, Diane who's generally speak ing
"a pigeon won't tell."
.\Tl(( if Sheena isn't near the one that she loYcs
She loves the one that she is near
. \s for this, Gary >-'orbraten·s in lo,·c
\\.ith his 111otorcycle, it was sent from heaven above
.\nd as usual Cail Stanley is bashfully quiet
.Especially about her secret pilot
Schools out fo1· Sally Lauzon
But as always the Kavy goes on
For the best of all is ~Ir. 1Iascaro you see
'
.\net there's no need to talk about me
For you all know I go with Kenny.

CHl;R\'I, TRIPP lOD

There are some things I would like you to ~ee
.\bout the students of IOE.
Suzanne Bernhardt never flirt:,,
She doesn't need to tn· with her short skirts!
.\1 ary Bogie has it bacl.
1f you call her '"Cowley' she really gets mad.
\ \'ho's in the gym practicing but Judy Steel
.\nd if she misses that basket she feels like a heel;
:\nd Sheila \\'on~ch. we must not forget
She hasn't missed a day yet.
Everyone knows about Jennie Lynne Ford
\Vhen she's with a certain guy she never gets bored.
.\nd about Cathy Crump. of course she's not bad,
Even though this is what she's been called.
\\'ho's away in the corner bt1t Rhoda Fowkes
Deciding on who will next to hoax,
. \nd who's got a detention but Diane Chandler,
Every teacher knows he can't handle her.
Linda Carberry is really o n the ball
To trap boys, both short and tall,
But Darlene Peters is really wise
She can also trap her guys.
Carol Cowley is known to he <1uiet .
But call her 'Red' and she'll start a riot;
Tom Skinner is another red
\\'ho wishes at times he could shave his head.
Dave .\loore·s case is rcalh· sad
\\'by-because he's a rca<lcr of .\I ad.
If Boh Baillie ever had a 'double.'
Then we really would be in trouble.
Our brain in Science is Bob Luck-Baker,
But is he really smart or is he a faker?
L-:veryone knows that we like Stan
But someone in IOC is a better fan .
Paul Peacy has finally reached Grade ten
.\nd here·s hoping it isn't the end;
Ted Pickering is full of zest
But do you eve,· think he will pass a French test?
Be,· Schneider has been called 'Squeak'
But when she's with :.Iary ~he's the opposite of meek.
.\I ikc is the boy with all the fame,
In class he never plays a game.
J f our class ever needs a mascot .
Then's the time to call on Dave Ascolt.
And we. the students, all agree
That our .\I iss Barr teaches cxpei-tly.

CAROL COWL.I.£\'.
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SOCIAL REVIEW
On opening the social season at R.lJ.S. the Junior
l{ed Cross presented their annual "Snowflake Swirl."
The gym was decorated in a winter wonderland of
blue and white streamers with large white snowmen.
and silver snowflakes adorning the pillars. Phil
Gimple's Band proYided the music for a Yery enioyable e,·en ing.
Throughout the year, many enjoyed the F riday

night dances, sponsored by the Key Club. Noteworthy
,ras the J nitiation Dance, "·hich was held as a climax
to Initiation \\'eek. and the Hardtime Dance, held to
celebrate Hallowe'en.
This year we held our first )Iilitary Ball, sponsored
by the Cadet Corps. Dancing was to the strains of
Jerry )IcCann. and all there had a wonderful time.
\\' e hope this will become an annual affair.

MAYTIME RHAPSODY
The theme. "Rhapsody in Blue," preYailed at the
twelfth annual Maytime Rhapsody. The gymnasium
was decorated in blue and s ih·er. representing :Manhattan at night. and the balcony was decorated as a
typical ~ ew York cafe.
The members of the Riverside Board of Education
and the teaching staff honoured us with their patronage.
The clim:.ix of the e ,·ening was the crowning of
g1aine Kmit. "Queen of the Ball." radiant in white
dotted swiss o,·er taffeta. The Queen was escorted
by Dick Sadleir. She was attended by Carol \Vhittaker, lovely in blue chiffon, escorted by Leo Girard ;
Heather Stuart, stunning in a yellow print. escorted
by Bob Greenwood: Peggy Varah. dainty in white
argandy accented by lace, escorted by Emil Talacko;
Carroll Gr aham, stunning in gray chiffon o,·er white
taffeta; escorted by Ho\\"ard Dennison: Heather
.\lien . charming in ,,·hite chiffon, escorted by \ · ictor
Huebert; Pat Thompson, attractive in bittersweet
:,hantung, escorted by Ken Janisse; Joyce Gr ey, loYely
in white chiffon accented \\'ith r ed Yeh·et, escorted by
Dick Shuel; and :M yrna Malo\\'ney, delightful in green
net. escorted by Bryan Coupland.

r

Prior to the dance. "dinner parties" were held at
the homes of llelen Hetherington and Heather Stuart,
and ''coketail parties" at the home of Lynda Emerson,
Kathy Bourne. Lynn Bro\\"n and Elizabeth Day.
Seen dancing to the strains of Jerry )IcCann·s
orchestra ,,·ere Lois Carswell. escorted by Gary Quenne,·ille: ~ine \\'hite with Gary Richardson: Beth
)lontgomery. escorted by Bill Ruch: )Iarilyn :\Ioores
and Hill )Ioore: Pat \\.ellock and Blake Sherman:
Gail Tripp, escorted by Larry Connelly; Glory )lilner
with Hill Ursu : Sandy Klapo1Yich and Dick Zimmerman: and I lelen I letherington \\'ith Paul Carr.
.Among those seen chatting at intermission were
Beverly Slusarchuk. escorted by Doug \\'inch; Camille
\\'at son and \\' ayne X or bra ton : :\fary Ellen Loaring
and Jack Barlow: Elizabeth Day. escorted by llerbie
Summers: Diane LoYe 1Yith John Perkins: \·irginia
.Kidd, escorted by Bob Sa,·age: :\Iary Lou Sherman
and Keith I familton: Pat "'i lson and Ernie Fraser:
Randy I loward. escorted by Fraser Fello\'\'s, and
many. many others.
C,\RROLL GR:\lL\:\I.
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SEARY'S FLOWERS
We Deliver

1348 Ottawa St.
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CL 3-35H
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MILLAR DRUG STORE

from

Prescriptions

Phone WH 5-4293

LAUZON ROAD AT WYANDOTTE

WINDSOR'S LARGEST
Riverside, Ontario

DEPARTMENT STORE
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LOARING
- Experience Counts 12th Year in Custom Pool Construction
Let our experienced engineering staff design a pool
tailored to your needs in both style and price.
Rel ax and
Enjoy Your
Own Swimming
Pool-It's
Easier Than
You Think!
Loaring
Construction
Co. Ltd.
P.O. Box 490
Windsor
CL 49234
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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BOB \\" ILLIAi\IS
C,\i\IILLE \\"ATSON
YIRGIK l.\ KIDD
GLORIA BROWN
BILL "GRSU
i\IR. KRE\\'ENCH
PAUL C.\RR
BOB ISSELL
CAROL GR,\IrAi\I
JUDY \\"ACTINA
DORIT KRISS

12 BEV 1\LEWICK
FR..\SER FELLO\\"S
1-1- BILL RUCH
15 l\IARY ELLEK LO..\RI~G
16 DOUG \VIKCU
17 HERB SU:.\C\lERS
18 KAREN :.\JILLER
19 GLE~N CA:\IPBELL
20 KEITH \\'.\RD
21 DONN A BARTOX
22 PSGGY \TARAH
23 BE\' ERLEY SLCS.-\RCilUCK
24 GERRY HOL\lES
25 DOGG BUTCHER
26 SlL\ROX DO\\'KEY
27 DOwG STEEL
28 DIANE LOYE
29 JUI WOOD
30 SUSAN LAPSLEY
31 DENNIS BGRLI re
32 EMIL 1'L.\CKO
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---------------------------------------------------NO FLOWER GARDENS
lt was one of those hot, stale days in August when the
rays beating down glued his :,hirt to his back with
sweat. Sweat! That blasted sweat! It drop1>ed ft-om the end
of his nose and from his upper lip into his mouth making
his tongue sting from the ta,te of salt. There seemed to be
no relief from the sun - even shadows were confined to
meager square inchc~. and the tree~ were so still it ,cemed
uncanny.
~1111\

Karl paused for a moment, jut the briefest moment. to
find relief, hut the longest search would have been futile.
Then he began to walk again, slowly and deliberately. Yes,
deliberately, because he knew that he had to go home and
slowly because, in his own mind. he was trying to excuse
his behaviours that morning.
He thought about the morning. He had got up at seven,
but even then, the temperature was high. Then he had to
walk to work. It was a long, dull walk alongside of all
those identical red brick houses. Of course, anyone cold
tell that they were the same inside. And it was abvious on
the outside with their porches coming out into the street,
thcr absence of flower gardens and e\'cn driveways.
But maybe they weren't all the same inside. To tell the
truth there were five or six families to a hou,e where no
English was spoken. Parents there had refused to adopt
the customs of their new hame land. But the children struggled to be free, to make a different life for themseh·es.

was brought to the front oi his mind where he could carefully
inspect it.
.\t about 10:30 his mother had come down to the store
where he was working. \\'hen he saw her enter the store. he
started, then he quickly turned his head as if to obser\'C
something of great impoi-tance. \\'hen he wa~ almo,t sure
she hadn't seen him, he walked towar,ls the stock room. But
he had only gone a little way when she called.
"Hello, Karl!"
It was the broken English that did it.

He paused for

a moment but then continued to ,,·alk a\\'ay from her as if
he had not heard. He reached the stock room and ducked
through the low door with a sigh of relief. But it was only
a momentary feeling for, instead of a burden being lifted
from him, he felt deeply ashamed- not of his mothe,·, hut
of himself. .\ II her fault,, were nothing now compared with
his denial of her.
He had a choice to make, and he made it fast. Quickly,
he left the stock room to go to his mother. But he was too
late. He reached the door only to see her walking dejectedly
away a half block down the street. Ile called to her in a
pleading \'oice. Tt startled her. She paused for a 1110111ent,
then quickened her step, towards home leaving hi111 feeling
11ot angry, but more ashamed of himself. The re»t of the
day passed slowly, but it still seemed too early when it was
time to go home.

Cntil today. he had felt glorious. But now, there was
the guilty feeling at the hack of hi~ mind. It \\'as a guilty
feeling for denying his parents, but he had never Jct it get
the better of him. But this morning his feeling of shame
was brought out into the open and his own feeling of guilt

ITe knew what he would be facing. Ilis mother would
ha\'e already told his father and they would ha,·e sat clown
trying to think where, as parents, they had failed their child.
Then. when he got home, they would make him feel welcome.
They would ask him how he was. and he would tell them
little incidents that had happened during the clay. But the
atmowhere would be different. X o amount of talk could
CO\'Cr up their feelings.
K.\REK ~fILLER-13.

THE CORNUCOPIA THAT IS FALL

LOST AT SEA

Karl was one of those children. He was a successful one
who had lost his accent and got a job for himself in a better
section of the town.

The encl of summer heralds the fall.
\\:hen man prepares for the winter ahead.
During autumn days . the sun is a ball
Turning the lcaYes to both yellow and red.
Ripe in the fields the round pumpkins lie,
The apples are bending the branches down,
The han·est is good; the birds south do fly,
"
\\'hile )Zature is preparing her new fal l gown.
They lcaYe the mem'ry of their songs behind
To return in the Spring to the country 'round.
'l'he flo"·ers die, and the ground you will find
Does harden tho' "·ith bright lea,·es is crowned.
\\'hich season is best oneself must decide.
\\'hile they keep on changing. just as the tide.

HERBERT Sl_;}L\IERS- 13.

Xo stir

111

the air. no stir in the sea:;

The ship was as still as she could be.
The waYes that in the noon-day leaped,
\\'ere Yery cal 111 and ,·ery deep.
The air \\'as filled with a mysterious hush;
_\s my ship sat on a carpet so plush.
She glowed like a candle in the Yeh·et dark,
She flickered and died \\'ith a final spark.
\\'here is my ship ?- The one l lo,·e
X o robin sings nor does a do,·e.
For she is gone and \\'ith the dark
ls gone my life. my lo,·e. my heart.

J:\Xl~ JOllXSTOX- 9C.
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YOUR
OPPORTUNITY IN BUSINESS
Young MEN and WOMEN in OFFICE CAREERS enjoy many
ADVANTAGES.

They earn GOOD SALARIES in ATTRACTIVE

OFFICES, WORKING with SUCCESSFUL EXECUTIVES, DOING
IMPORTANT WORK. They DRESS WELL and LIVE FULL LIVES.
Ability is reworded by PROMOTION . BUSINESS COLLEGE GRADUATES, Men and Women, hold MANY IMPORTANT POSTS in
Canadian and American Businesses.
The

thing you wi ll

PRACTICALITY :

like

most about our courses is

their

T here is NO WASTE T IME. You study the skills

which win GOOD POSITIONS and PREPARE you for ADVA NC EMENT. You save TIME and MONEY.

SUMMER SCHOOL is the smart time to Start

I
I
I
Ii
II

BUILDING YOUR OFFICE CAREER
Train In The School Tlwt Will Do The .Most For You !
For More Information as to courses offered, time required,
tuition cost and placement service., send for our FREE SCHOOL
CATALOGUE.

WINDSOR
BUSINESS COLLEGE
R. J. SERVICE, Principal
709 OUELLETTE AVE.

WINDSOR

I

I
I!=-=========!'
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ATHLETIC SOCIETY

Front row: Lynn Burn ie, Bev A lewick, Shirley Slusarchuk, Pat Thomson (V.P.), Bob lssell (P.), Lynda
Emerson (S .), Ruth Harrison (T.), Sheila Georges, Pam Fellows, Camil le Watson, Linda Harrison.
Middle row: Ted Williams, Paul Kiefaber, Carol Hancox, Bob Luck- Baker, Sue Taylor, E layne Gi lbert,
Gail Evans. Hargaret Tofflemire, Susan Whiteny, Cathy Andrews.
Back row: Dick O'Callaghan, Dave Baker, Howard Hicks, Doug Fitzgerald, Fraser Fallows, Bill Voy. Dave
Logan , Roger Touchie, Dennis Duff, Mike Ward , Larry Relf, Scot McIntire, Bob Richardson, Boyne
Wiseman, Doug Topliffe, Ron Duncan.

'J'he officers of the 1959-W .\thletic Society \\·ere are follows: Bob lssell
(President). Pat Thompson (\·ice President), Lynda Emerson (Secretary),
and Ruth Harrison (Treasurer). The Publicity Chairman \\·as Mike \\'ard.
The first project \,·as new back boards for the gym. Our second project,
under the direction of Cam ille \\"atson, was spats, which were to encourage
school spirit. Hlack anid \\'hite blazers \\"ere ordered for the junior girls'
\"Olleyball. and basketball teams. The .\thletic Society donated $100 towards
the purchase of the t\\'enty jackets.
dance and the junior girls .

The rest of the money came from a

. \ month long posture contest ,\·as organized under the supen ·ision of
Shirley Slusarchuk and :-like \\'ard. The aim of the contest was to improve
both bay and girl posture. and to select a po:,;ture queen. The contest was
held in the 111011th of .\pril.
The 1959-60 .\thletic Society \\'as ,·ery acti\'e; one of the most outstand ing
c\·ents "·as the trip to .\nn .\rbor, to :-ee Oregon State play :-lichigan State.
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CHEER LEADERS

Front

Howard,

row:

Colleen

Bev

Wirch.

Gwen McDerby, Barbara
Smith.
Back row: Janet Dav.
idson,
Karen
Ardiel.
M a r y
E lien
Loa ring
Sandy Hepburn.
Absent: Peggy Varah.
Subs: Gwen McDer by,
Willa
Force,
Barbara
Yates, Kr i sti ne Lavikha.

FOOTBALL

1st Row: Mike Ward,
Gary Robinson, Bill Voy,
Wayne
Harris,
Doug
Topliffe,

Bill

W h i t e,

Peter Malowney.
2nd Row: Jim Perkins,
John Waugh, Bob Jones,
Harry

Woodend,

lssell,

Dick

Bob

O ' Callaghan, Peter Sy r i n g.
Aaron Gignac.
3rd Row: Larry Berthiaume, Alan Strachan,
Don Dawson 1 Mr. Mascaro, Mr. Sabo.
4th Row: Keith Ward,
Scott McIntyre, Peter
Budwin,
Mike
Hoba,
Doug winch, Bob Lynch,
Tommy Smith.
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SENIOR BOYS 1 BASKETBALL

row:

Dick

o • C a I I a g h an,

Front

Glen

Campbell, Fraser Fellows, Bob lssell, Jack
Livingstone.
Bacio: row: Keith Ward
(official), Stan White,
Ron Allan, Mike Ward,
Peter Wakefield, Peter
Syring.

JUNIOR BOYS 1 BASKETBALL

Front row: Ron Roberts,
Roger
Touchie,
D o u g Conners, Tom
Hawkins.
Back row: Robert Linton,
Bennet Ormseth,
Pete Malowney, Brent
Manor,
Dave
McKay,
Ozzie Stahl, Mr. Mas-

caro.
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MIDGET BASKETBALL

Front row: W a It er
Erwied, Bob Simpson,
Jack K I t so n, K e n
Winch.
Back row: w a I t e r
Pastorius, Ken Woodall,
M I k e H o b a, G o r d
T ho m p se on, Dennis
Ford, Jim Robinson.
Coach:

end.

HOCKEY TEAM

Front row: B o y n e
Wiseman. Dwaye Duke,
Howard
Hicks,
Dave

Dave

Conner,

Bruce Scott,
Dennison.

Baker,

Howard

Back row: Gord Clark,
Doug Butcher, Dennis
Duff, Bob Goodfellow,
Coach Wilkinson, B,11
Moore, BIii White, John
Waugh, Ron Duncan.

Harry Wood,

WOSSA Southern Conference Champs
TRACK AND FIELD

..

- . ..:..;._,
-- ---- ~

.

..

Front row: Ruth Harrison, Mary Lou Sherman, Judy Steel. Lynne
Burnie, Shirley Slusarchuk, Shella Georges,
Cathy C r u m p, Barb
Howle,
Carol
Payne,
Beverly Schnelder, Carol
Cowley, Carol Sherman.
Second row: Dorothy
Humphreys. C a m I I I e
Watson,

Mary

Bogie,

Diane Chandler, Beth
Lyon, Glory M i I n e r,
Linda
Waugh, Susan
Taylor,
Sandra
Hep-

burn,

Marianne

Lang-

loilr.
Third row: Ted Williams, Bennet Ormseth.
Don Dawson. Bob Baillie, Pam Fellows, Ingrid
~tahl,
Blaire
Durbin.
Sandy Klopowlch, Pete
Syring, Larry Berthiaume, Roger Touchle.
Last row: Gord Clark,
Glen Campbell, Fraser
Fe Io w s. Bob lssell,
Harry Woodend, Doug
Winch, BIii Voy, Bob
Lynch, John Maxwell.
Keith Ward, Jim Wood,
Richard LeFave, Robert
Williams.

BOWLING CLUB

Front row, I. to r.:
Laura Steven son, Carol
Solomchuk, Faye Campbell, Pat Patrick. Gail
Gratto,
EIieen
Tiede,
Jan Ireland.
Back row: WIikinson.
Bill W ells. Larry West?rn,

Michael Thomson,

Bob Krlvosheln, George '
Louis. Paul Peacy, Mr.

Melvil le.
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Compliments of

GLIDDEN DAIRY BAR
Riverside

1459 Wyandotte St.
With the very best to
the 59-60 Grads

ART

SHIRLEY

THE NUT HOUSE
Compliments
of

Dorwin Plaza

419 Ouellette Ave.

LAKEVIEW PHARMACY
Prescriptions, Cosmetics, School Supplies

UNION GAS OF CANADA

I

12211 Riverside Drive East
SE 5-4761

Tecumseh, Ont.

Limited

COMPLIMENTS

OF

11

I

OA

D

I
WINDSOR DIVISION

LEO J . FERRARI, I.G.A.
Groceries, Meats, and Vegetables
1236 Wyandotte

11
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Riverside, Ont.
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BOYS' ATHLETICS
The football team started practice on the first day
of school. The teams was captained by last year's
quarterback, Bob l ssel I. .\ t hat fback "·ere Bob Jones.
Jim Perkins, Dick O'Callaghan and John \\'augh who
filled in after Harry \\' oodend ,,·as injured. Other
members of the backfield were: .\Jan Strachan, Scott
}Iclntire, ?\like rloba and Pete Syring. Opening
holes on the line were Gary Robinson. Bill \'oy, Gerry
Strong, Greg Burkinuck. \Vayne J larris. ~like \\'ard
and Bill vVhite. Backing them were: Aaron Gignac,
Bob Lynch, Bruce Stott, J•:d Daw;:;on, Pete Bud\\'in,
and Pete l\Ialoney.
The first game against Essex was won by the Rebels
6 to 1, on a last minute touchdown by Bob lssell.
The two following weeks the boys lost to Corpus
Christi and Leamington. Rounding out the season
Ri,·erside tied Leamington and then lost to Corpus
Christi. Ending the season \\'ith 2 tied, 2 won and
2 lost record, the boys \\'ish to thank :\Ir. Sabo and
}fr. ::-.Iascaro for their time and effort spent in
coaching.

BASKETBALL

Benedictine but then lost to St. .\nnes in the semifinals. The boys \\'ere coached by }Ir. \\'ilkinson.
David Baker was goal-keeper, \\'hile Dennis \\'alker
\\'hO played t\\'O play-off games acted as relief. On
defence \\'ere Doug Butcher. Boyne \\'iseman, Bill
\\'hite and Bill }foore. The three for\\'ard lines sho\\':
Dwayne Duke, Da\'e Connors, IIo,Yard Dennison,
Ron Duncan, Dennis Duff. Bob Goodfellow, DaYid
Dent, llo\\'ard Hicks. and John \\'augh. The leading
scorers were: Dwayne Duke, Da,·e Connors. and Ron
Duncan who " ·as brilliant in the p lay-offs, scoring fi,·e
goals against St. Benedictine.
JUNIOR BASKETBALL
Once again the Junior Basketball team played regularly scheduled games with Essex. Leamington and
Corpus. Brent :\lanor. Roger Touchie, Ozzie Stahl,
Doug Connors. and Tom Ha\\'kins made up the first
string. Backing them \\'ere: DaYe }IacKay, Jack
Kitson, Ron Roberts, Bill Simpson, Robert Linton,
Pete Maloney and Bennett Ormseth. \\' ith the hope
of producing an experienced team in the near future
a }Iidget team was started by :\Ir. :Mascaro and
catched by Harry \\'oodend.

The senior basketball team this year \\'as coached
by Bob Greenwood. Playing centre position \\'as
Fraser Fello\\·s, the Reb's most effecti \'e scorer. Glenn
Campbell and Jack LiYingstone filled the t\\'O forward
positions \\'hile Hob Issell and Dick O'Callaghan
played the guard spits. Bob was the best all-round
player. Other players adding depth to the team \\'ere
Bill Stewart, - Ron ;\llan. Pete Syring, }like \Yard.
Stan \ \' hite, and Pete \\' akefield. Brent ?1Ianor from
the juniors also played at the close of the season.
.\fter a ,,·in o,·er E:'i:,ex the team suffered a defeat
at the hands of Corpus Christi. The following \\'eek
a "fired up" team beat first place Leamington by 30
pui11b. After a repeat \\'in O\'er Essex the Rebs Jost
their remaining t\\'O games to Corpus and Lean1ington.. and fini ·he<l the season with an e\'en 3-3 record.

HOCKEY
The third Rebel Hocker team played in a 17-team
league. ln regular season play the puckmen showed
8 \\ ins, 6 losses. and a tie record which was good for
fourth place. In the play-offs the Rebs defeated St.

TRACK AND FIELD
Last spring RiYerside ,,·on the track and field championship of Leamington. The Junior and Senior boys
won championships. Tlarry \\·oodend broke records
both in the JOO-yard and 220-yard dash and in the
discus throw for a perfect 15 points. Blake Sherman
,,·on the 4-lO-yard dash while John Jiamillon \\'On the
shot put. A team of Blake Sherman, Harry \\' oodend,
(;Jenn Campbell and Jim \\' ood broke the record for
the 880-yard relay.

In the intermediate class Bob Issell won the indi\'idual honours ,Yith 11;/i points, Bob Baillie placed
first in the hop-step-and-jump, and Fraser Fellows
broke the record for the discus.
There \\'ere no firsts in the junior boys' di\'ision,
but there \\'as repeated placing in e\'ents by Bob Smith,
Hob }IusseJman, Bennett Ormseth, Paul \\'hite and
Peter Loari ng. Ri\'erside placed second in the Junior
Boys' di,·ision.

PETE SYRlKC and ROX ,\LLA.N'.
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SENIOR GIRLS' BASKETBALL

Front row: Miss Barr,

Mary Lou Sherman, Sue
Downey, Shirley Slusar.
chuk,
Linda
Waugh,
B e v e r I y Slusarchuk,
Lynn Adair, Sh a r on
Parmeter, Pat Berthi·
aume.
Back row:
Beverly
Alewlck,
Carol
Burbridge, Blaire Durbin,
Ingrid Stahl, Carol H a r.

vey.

SENIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL

Front row:
Shirley
Slusarchuk, Carol Sherman, Sharon Parmeter,
Back row: Miss Barr,
Bever I y Slusarchuk,
Linda W a u g h, Beth
Washington. Blaire Durbin, W endy Webster,
Marianne Langlois, Pat
Berthiaume (official).
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Southern Conference Champions
JUNIOR GIRLS' BASKETBALL TEAM

Back row, I. to r.: Ann
Powers, Lynda Emerson,
Pa t
Berthiaume
(officl,), Sheila Georges
(Mgr.),
Miss Griffths
(Coach), Sue Taylor,
Marg T offlemi,e, Carol
Hancox ((Capt.).

Front row, I. to r.:
Lynne eurnie, Janice
Moore,

Elaine

Gilbert,

Pam Fellows, Judy Steel,
Susan Whitley, H eather
Jewell, O lga Sigmund.

JUNIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL TEAM

Front roy, I. to r.:
Evelyn Debrecen, Janice
M o o re, J u d y Steel,
Shella Georges ((Capt.),
B a r b H o w i e, J ane
Wachna.
Back row: Pat Berthiaume (off icial), Lynne
Burnie, Sue Taylor, Pam
Fellow$, Carol Hancox ,
Elayne
Gilbert,
M iss
Griffiths (Coach).
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THE BADMINTON CLUB

Front row. left to right: Lynne Roden, Sharon Downey, Diane Love, Virginia Kidd, Keith Ward (vice.pres.),
Pam Fellows (Sec- Treas.), Camille Watson, WIiia Force. Bev. Wirch.
Middle row: April Courtney-Browne, Judy Wachna, Ann Tofflem ire, Carol Hancox, Elizabeth Day, Lynda
Emerson, Carol Burbridge, Susan Dow ney, Mary- Lou Sherman, Carol Sherman, Shirley Slusarchuk.
Back row: Mr. Melville, David Calcott. Bob lssell, Jim Wood, Dick Giffen.

Then Senior Badminton included Crade,- 11 to 13. and met e, cry 'l'ue,-day
night from 7 p.111. until 8 :30.
Thi:, year there ha:- heen 111orc intcn.',-t and part1cipatio11 in the club due
to better organization. The Club did not get started until the encl of January. but the Club n1anaged lo ha,·e an enrolment of t\\·t·nt) nint·.
•\pril 27 the Club plans to ,,end repre,,enlati,·e,._ to the E,,;:,ex County
Badminton Tournament. The teams will con,-,ists of: a Ho) ..: Singles Champion. a Cirb' Single,,; Champion. :\lixed Doubles. and a Boy:,' and (;iris'
Doubles.
The executi, e included: Doug- \\ inch as Pn:,-1dent, Keith \\ ard a:\'ice-President. and Pam Fello\\·s as Secretary-Trea"urer.
On behalf of the Club J ,,ould like to thank :\Ii,, llarr and :\Ir. :\lch·ille
for their guidance and interest in us.

P\:\f FELLOWS.

-I

MAC J. BRIAN LIMITED

COMPLI MENTS

OF
Your Plumber
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CHICKEN COURT

l
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GIRLS' SPORTS
Volleyball: In the 1959-(:,() \ ol leyball com petition
the Junior team \\'On all its game,.., while the Senior,-

Girls' Track and Field: Ri, erside made a big. clean
s,, c<·p at the annuai track and field m<•et at I ,eaming-

held third place i11 their di, i..,ion. The junior team
represented the Southern Co11 ference in the \ \' OSS. \
" ..\'' to11rnament in London.

ton in the ..,pring of 1959. Doing :,(ightl) better than
the boys in the I ndi,·idual championships. ,, e took all

In the semi-final matcht·s of
Simcoe

and

Tri-County

\\·oss.,

defeated

competition.
Ri,·erside and

Tecumseh of Essex County. Ri,·ersidc then dcfeated
Tecumseh and Simcoe in the second round of the
tournament. The t\\'O top teams. Ri,·erside and Simcoe
entered the finab ,, ith C\'en records. Simcoe in the
first game defeated R.IT.S. 13-10. Ri\'erside rallied
to win 12-10 in the second game Im in the third and
final ga111e of the match Simcoe defeated R. H .S. 11-9.
Captains ,, ere: Junior: Sheila Ceorges: Senior,
Carol Sherman.
Basketball: 1n spite of all the hard work and practice
of the Senior g irls. unfortunate!) they managed to
\\'in only one game during the season when they
defeated Essex. I Towe\'Cr, they had a \\ inning spirit
in e,·ery game. 'l'eam Captain was Linda \\'augh.

It ::.een1s there was an entire!) d ifferent stor) for
the Junior girls. They remained undefeated throughout the ,, hole season and became the Southern Con
ference Champions. They started at home by trou ncing
Essex 41-23, then heating Corpus Christi 26-2 1. \t
Leamington the girb beat them h) 3(>-27. Once 111ore
at home at Juniors chalked up a score of 20-7. against
Corpus.. \t Essex the "core was 41-JO. Thi" completed
the season by \\'inning 37-28.
The \\'OSS.\ pla) -offs \\'ere held Saturda). ;.larch
12. 1960, at Forster. They lost a heart-breaking game
to 'fillsonhurg 30-29. This ended the season. Team
Captain was Carol Tlancox.
Gymnastics: }lany students ,, ere under the impression that gymn,i...tics meant doing one or" two
somersaults. The situation remained unchanged until
one Saturday night at the in termi:..sion of an .\lumni
Basketball game. .\11 excellent demon:,tration by
Christine La,·ikka and Doug Fitzgerald changed many

a mind of the students watching. lt is hoped that
next year there will be e,·en greater enthusiasm in
this sport.

three lndi, idual title .... Carol Sherman won the Senior
Jndi,·idual Title, Ruth Harrison the Intermediate. and

L) nn llurnie. the Junior. In team title:- ,, e took tlw
Junior. Senior. and came second in the Intermediate.
Jn tlw three indi, idual events that Carol Sherman
entered she broke or :,et two new record:-.. The fir:c-t
,,a,., the 75-)ar<I dash. her t im ing 9.5 seconds. In the
running broad jump. she leaped 15'3.l/'. adding one
inch to the old r{'cord. The only reason she didn't
set a ne,, record in the I lop. Step and Jump ,,a,,
hecau:,;e that was the iirst year for the e\'ent. Carol
jumped 30'9 1 / ' in that c, ent. Camille \\ atson placed
second in Standing Broad Jump. In the Senior high
jump I r111a Bernard and Sa11dy Hepburn came in third
and fourth re:c-pecti,·ely. The Senior Girls' team for
the basketball pass came in second, and the senior
girls' 300-yard relay :-et a ne\\' record. 39.7 seconds.
Carol Sherman, Camille \\'atson, ;-.;ina \\'hitc and
J>at \\' ellock.
The Intermediate Girls: Ruth I larri ...on set a nc\\'
record m the 75-yard clash ,, ith 9.7 "econds. and
second in the "landing broad jump. Shirlt·) SJu,.,archuk set a new record of 13'4.lJ" in n11111ing broad
jump. I )orothy 11 umphrc) s "on the high jump ,, ith
4'3". Linda \\'augh came in second in the ::;hot put,
which is a nt·,, e, ent. '!'he l nttrmcdiate Cirb' tt·am
set a ne\\ record in ba ... kethall pa::,s 29)4 passes.
In tht' junior 75 yard cJa..,h. R.J l.S. girl ... took second
and fou r th places, with Lynn Burnie and Sheila
Ceorgt·s rcsptcti, cl). In the runn ing hroad jump,
Barbara !Jo,, ie came in second. and in the standing
broad jump Lynn Burnie and Catherine Crump took
fir"t and third place:,. Lynn Burnie placed second
and Barbara I lowie third and thl· hop, stC'p and jump.
l'am Fcllo\\s took the high jump \I ith 4'3". J>am also
placed second in the shot put ( new e, ent ).

In the

basketball pa""· the Juniors came in second and then
came out on tip in 300-yard relay.
CA)lILLE \\' ..\ TSO~.
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Better Class

COMPLIMENTS OF

Insurance Agents
or

Riverside Recreation and

Insurance Companies
Have Their Claims Serviced

Memorial Center

by an

WH 8-1811

2205 Wyandotte

Independent Adjuster
To get the Best
When Buying Insurance
specify

Campbell Claim
Service Ltd.
0

ADJUSTERS
540 Pelissier St., Windsor
Phone CL 6-3153
Nights - SE 5-2455

A
BEST WISHES

FRIEND

TO THE
GRADUATING CLASS
Morton Tobacco Limited

0
COMPLIMENTS
OF

Kelsey Wheel Company

RENNIE'S MUSIC
Conn Electric Organs

Limited
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

Hi-Fi Portable Record Players
The Finest Collection of
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
in Ontario

DES RAMAUX TAILORS

By Electrohome, Admiral and RC.A.
128 University West
CL 6-1 018
l 'agc Fort~ -,h.

MEN'S WEAR
Children's Savage Shoes
Men's Nunn-Bush Shoes

CL 6-1803

Wyandotte East at Pillette Rd.
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STUDENT COUNCIL

Front row, left to right: Glory Milner, RoJeanne Love, Marianne Langlols, Ed ith Ward (Treas.), Mary
Ellen Loarlng (Pres.), Fraser Fellows (vlee-pres.), Virginia Kidd, Linda Carberry, Sharon Freeman,
Dorothy Humphreys.
Middle row: Stan White, Jaek Livingston, Carol Solomchuk, Marily Post, Marjorie Kay, Jane-Anne Bower,
Barbara Yates. Colleen Howard, Marion Yates, Linda Brown, Rosemary Coah, David Dent, Mr.
O'Gorman (Staff Advisor).
Baek row: Gary Robinson, Michael Hoba, Bennett Ormseth, Virgil Duff, Emil Talacko, Alex Davidson,
David Baker, David Connors, Bill Wakeley, Blair Morrissey, Richard Howard, Dennis Ford.

In September. the school elected :\lary Ellen Loaring and Fraser Fellows as Head Girl and
Keith \\' ard was elected Treasurer and \'irg-inia Kidd, Secretary.
'l'he fin,t project \\'a:,, the magazine dri,·e. in which \\C reached about fi\'e-sixths of our quota.
\\"ith this profit and that from the sale of Christmas cards, the Student Council rented spectator
buses for out-of-town basketball games and purchased backdrops for the stage and pictures for
the halb.
l lcad Boy.

The Commencement Dinner preceded the Commencement exercises on Decem her 11th. It \\'as
a menwrahle occasion for all the graduates. The I lonourahlc Paul i\lartin "as the ,peakcr. The
graduation dance followed.
The Christmas as;;embly and the Cnited Xations .\ssembly \\'ere directed hy the Student Council.
The idea of the :-hort "\\'hat':- Coing On at RJJ.S.?" as:-embly \\as introduced.
Peggy \'arah. :\Iary ~[acPherson and Dorothy Humphries \\'ere co1n-enors of the ~[aytimc
Rhapsod). held on )lay L.3.
\\'e owe many thanb to ~lr. O'(;orman, the staff ad, isor, for all his help and guidance through
outtheyear.
,.
\'lRCIXI\ K[DD.

I

side Men's - Ladies' Wear

COMPLIMENTS OF

~portride Rc\·cr~ihle ~kirb

Arrow - Forsyth Shirts
Tailoring
Alterations - Invisible Wearing

1012 Wyandotte St.

DUPLATE CANADA LTD.
wH s_.3110

I

Windsor Division

-==============
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KEY CLUB

Front row, left to right: Keith Ward (Secretary), Bob

l ssell

(Pres.), P aul Carr (Vice- P res. ),

(Treas.).
Middle row: Glen Campbell, Fraser Fellows, Ralph Gault, Doug

Winch,

B ill U r su

Herb Summers, B l al,· Morrissey,

Dennis Duff, Roger Touchie.
Back row: Ron Allen, Ron Waddington, Bennett Ormseth, Jack Livingstone,
Butcher, Ross Miles, Mike Ward, Jim Duck, Dick O'Ca llaghan.

Harry

W oodend,

D oug

This past years has been a very eventful and momentous one for the Ri,·erside High School
Key Club. Many new and unusual projects \\'ere undertaken by the Club to ser\'e its school and
community.
Four club members attended the International Con\'ention in Toronto in July, but more than
this number plan to be in attendance at the next one in Boston.
The social season this year was opened by se,·eral Teen To\\'n dances ,,·hich \\'ere garnished
by both prizes and decorations this year. To increase school spirit the club sold large Rebel buttons
as \\'ell as ad\'ertised all the sports e\'ents.
lt ,,·as perhaps in school sen·ice that we made our biggest contributions. Little anti-Jitter signs
appeared in all rooms as well as the 'Crace cards' in the cafeteria. A new dictionary was purchased
for the library while a new trophy case is in the near future.
The club also sen·ed the co11111111nitY in mall\· wa,·s. \Ye aided the l{i,·erside Ki\\'anis in their
Peanut Sale and the Goodfellows in tl;eir paper' da/ \\"e ushered the Assumption Ii1"itational
Tournament again this year. .\t present plans are being laid to sponsor a similar tournament for
the RiYerside Public Schools.
BILL uRSU.
\\'ell, l guess the horn has been tooted for long enough.

------- ---~--McKEE-MORRISON ELECTRIC CO.

LEO TENO MEN'S WEAR

LIMITED

for the Better Dressed Man

866 Tecumseh Road E.

Complete Line of Exclusive Furnishings for Men

WINDSOR, ONTARIO
CL 6-3138

!'age Forty-eight

Telephone CL 4-8848

='

1335 Wyandotte St.
Windsor, Ontario

:===== =======

LIBRARY CLUB

Front Row, left to right: Pam Fellows. Susan Downey, Suzanne Bean.
Gwen Burkhart, lngri l Stahl, Diane Chantry.
Back row: Judy Kersey, Elizabeth
Jane Tebbs, Betty Landauer.

Pat

Berthiaume,

Barron, Ruth Morrison . Judy J ansen, Carol

Blaire

Durbin,

Burbridge, Jean

Bruce,

The most important duty of the Library Club is to take a,·er the desk al noon and three-thirty.
;;o that the student:-; may return book;; at these time,;. Re~ular monthly meetings of the Library
C lub ha,·e resulted in an intere;;ting tour of the Ri,·erside Library in Xo,·ember and a planned
tour of the Detroit Institute of Fine Arts in ~lay of this year. \\'e are ,·ery grateful to the Key
Club for its donation of the ne\\' \\'eb;;ter Cnabridged Dictionary and of cour;;e to the Board of
Covernors for its donation f the Encyclopedia Britannica: \\'e no\\' ha,·e t\\·o ;;et;;. The library has
also been increased by the purchase of one hundred and thirty ne\\' books.
The exccuti,·c for this year \\'as: President. Pat Berthiaume: Yice-president. G\\'en Burkhart;
;;ecretary. Blaire Durbin: reporter for the Black and Cold. Sue Hean: and \\'Orker on the scrapbook.
Ingrid Stahl.
BL.\IRE DCRBIX.

Students

COMPLIMENTS OF

Receive Special Attention

,.

at

Riverside Sunoco

I
I

II
I
II

Varsity Sports Centre Ltd.

-Jaydee Sunoco
2525 Wyandotte
WH 5-0823
-------

l

71 Riverside West

6082 Tecumseh Rd. E.
WH 5-7274

_I

'I

Specialists
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I.S.C.F

Front row, left to right: Elizabeth Barron, David Tarela (Vice-Pres.), Betty Landauer (President Gwen Burkhart (Secretary), J im Shannon (Treasurer).
Back row:

Rltva Hautala, Shella Wonsch, Nelson Orthner, Judy Jansen,

Susan

Lapsley,

Shella Kelton.

Each ,·ear across Canada o,·er 2.000 Inter-School Christian Fellowship Cbh:- meet e, cry week for Bible
Stud). J{i\(:r-.ide I ligh's l.S.C.F. group nH·t e, er) Thursda) noon in Hoorn 12 to fulfil their motto. "To
know Chri:,l and to make JJim known." Cnder the -.pon:-.ur:-hip of .\lr-,. 'l'helma Steeves. the group mtt
regularly for study. discussion and singing.
Thi-. year the pre:-.idt'nt ,,a-.: Betty Landauer: ,ice president. l)a,id Tarcia: :-ecretar). Cwen Burkhart:
and treasurer. Jim Shannon. The River:-.ide group i:-. the olcle"l club in the school. ha,·ing :,tarted twenty-ont
years ago.
The l.S.C.F.'ers ha\C had man) spea1-er-. thi" :ear. i11cluding: Re,. S. lfa1rna . .\liss T erry .\lartin. a tlltN:
from Toronto. and .\Ir. C. C . .\filler. Scrap-books. writing booklet:-. and bandages ,,·ere made for l lelen
Palmer. a mi,-.ionary in Tnclia. Other -,ocial e,·enh included: roller-skating in Essex. Christma,; carolling at
Ri,·en·iew llo-.pital and a one da) conferenc<: "hich ,,as lwld on .\'o,<:mher 11. 1959. featuring .\fr. \\'atb.
from llamilton as gue:-.t :-.peaker. .\ spring conference will be held in .\Jay o,·er at Proud Lake. .\Iich. Tht
Riyer:-ide I.S.C.F. group pre~ented the Easter .\ssembly at the school on .\pril 8. .\Ir. Bill Fulton from
Toronto "a-, the :-peak er.
Students haYe supported l.S.C.F. Hry ,,ell thi:,, :year. participating in it:- projects and ::.ocial e,·enb.

ST. ROSE FLORIST

Compliments of Your

2409 Wyandotte St.
Riverside

"Do-It-Yourself" Headquarters

Corsages - Cut Flower s
Weddings - Funeral Designs

Kellington Wood Products

Rivers Hospital and Home Arrangeme nts
ide's Only Florist
WH 5-5474
11L

363 Eugenie St.

CL 4-8621

l'==.:;::__::_=======
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JUNIOR RED CROSS

Front row, le ft t o right: Lynne Roden, Mrs. Pavezka, B e th Lyon, lngrld Stahl.
Back row: Ellen Russell, Joyce Russell, Carroll Graham, Karen Fl ewelli ng.

Thi:,, year. e,·en though our member:,,hip has been , cry :,,mall compared to other ) ear:,,. ,, e haH: been very
::-uccessful in our undertakings. The fifth annual "Snowflake Swirl" proYed profitable owing to the fact
that o, er one hundrt'd and fift) ,tudenh. teacht'r:- and g1H·:-h attended during tht· cour-,e of the t·,·ening.
Scrapbook:,, are being- made by our members and later will he distributed to children in \\.incisor hospitab
who are confined for extended periods of time. These :-crapbooks contain puzzle-.. n·ading- material, and
games " hich "e hopt• ,, ill pro, idt· arnu»ement for them. ( Jur present project i:- that of making and fill ing
health kits. The:,,e health kit:- "ill be sent In- the same home office in Toronto to the mall\ neech cuuntrie»
abroad. They will contain man) u:-eful and hygienic articles.
·
•

The Junior Red Cro-.s sent t\\o repre:-entati,·c» to attend the Regional l>i:-trict H.cd Cro:-s n11.'.et1ng- thi-.
spring. There. important point,- concerning community projects and club management "ere gained.
Our executi, e this ) l..'ar includt·d: Heth L) on as prt"idcnt. 1ngrid Stahl, , ice pn·»icknt. and I ,) 1111 Rockn
as secretar)-treasurer.

\Ye wish to thank ~Ir. \\'alton and ~frs. PaYcska ior their help and co-operation during the pa-.t )ear and
we hope our club will he much bigger and better in the coming )Car.
I.\ \'\'J•: l{()J)l•:.\l.

COOl('S BAKERY

r

Copeland's Bookstores Ltd.

"Finest Cakes for all occasions"

D
1662 Ottawa St.
2133 Wyandotte West

COMPLDIENTS OF

Four stores to serve you

I
I

485 Pelissier St.
1569 Tecumseh Blvd. E.
2054 Wyandotte St. W.
1314 Wyandotte St., Riverside

L==-------====
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SCHOOL OF NURSING
~

•

Queen's University

.
('

•.

at Kingston

Incorporated by Royal Charter 1841

of Arts
• Faculty
Faculty of Applied Science
• Faculty of Medicine
•
• Faculty of Law
of Nursing
• School
School of Commerce

Metropolita n Gene ral Hospital
W INDSOR, ONTARIO
The School of Nursing, Metropolitan Genera I Hospital, offers
to qualified high school graduates a three year course leading
to ellglbllity to write the Ontario Nurse Registration Exam·
inatlons. This Is one of the most progressive nursing schools
in Ontario offering the newer program of education that is
gradually being adopted by foremost schools In the province.
PATTERN OF COURSE
Two years nursing education (including education experience
in both class room and hospital wards) followed by one year
nursing internship. An allowance of $130.00 per month is
given in the third yur.
FEATURES OF COU RSE
No tuition fee. Books and uniforms supplied b~• school.
Residence accommodation in modern school building with
excellent living and teaching fitcllities.
Well qualified teach ing staff.
Experience In all major branch es of nursing.
Opportunity for speclallted experience in t h ird year in
Operating Room, Maternity, or Ch ildr en's Nu r sing.
• See School announcement r e admission requirements.

•

Combined Courses in Arts a nd
Physical and Healt h Educat ion
Graduate Counu in Arts 111d Sciences,

Inform ation may be secured from:

Director, School of Nursing

Applied Sciences and Medicine

2240 Kilda re Road, Windsor

Write to the Registrar

Tele phone CL 4-1855

COMPLIMENTS OF

COMPLIMENTS

RIVERSIDE HARDWARE LTD.
11 18 Wyandotte East at Villaire

OF

J. Van Duroc'1er

Phone WH 5-1072

WHITE PLUMBING
&
HEATING COMPA Y LTD.

RIVERSIDE LUMBER
EVERYTHING FOR DO IT
YOURSELF
791 Lauzon

WH S-2354
El

Industrial Piping

COMPLIMENTS

OF

Johnsl<_.l Me ta l Products

954 University Ave. W.

Ltd.

Windsor

WINDSOR

l'a._c Fiity-two

ONTARIO

Phone CL 3-7512

II

I
II
II
II

DRAMATICS CLUB

Front row, left to right: Gwen McDerby, Brenda Ste~,. Shella Kelto n , Jane Johnston, Carol Cowley.
Middle row: Laura Stevenson, Olga Sigmund, K aren Flewe lling. Susan Fuller, Maya 11an Dlessen, Mar-g1tta
Vledermann.
Back row: Ken W ilson, Larry Girard, Mike Thomson, John Faul.

This \\'as another successful year of the Dramatics Clu b. The Club met in Septen1her "ith an attendance
of fiftel'n or lW<'lll) ,-tudenb fro111 Cra<k,- nine and ten. This atlendanc(' \\as 111aintaintd throughoul the
)ear. .\t the second 111<::eting the follol\'ing executives \\'<:re elected: l 1resi<lent, Cl\'en .\le Derby: Secretary,
Carol Co\\'ly.
Xumcrous plays \\ ere prese11tcd for the school's entertainment under the guidance and sponsorship of
.\Ir. .\Iascaro. \\'ith his direct ion the club presented '"T\\'as tlw :"\'ight l\dore Chr istmas" at tlw Chri,,tmas
assembl), and " If Cirls .\sked llo)s for J>atls" at an assl'111hl) on Fehn1ar) !C)th. Xear the end of the school
year "The Shock of 11 is Life'' \\'as l'nacted .
.\Ian) of thl· nH·mhl'rs did sple11dicl "bl'hind-tile :-.Cl' lll·" jobs :-uch as prompting and :-lagc managin~. The,-e
members :ire just as important as those \\'ho do the acting. and they 111ust not he 'orgotten.
The aim of thi: ! )ramat ics Club is 11ot just lo put on pla) s. hut lo learn co-opnation and tea111-\1 ork "hile
doing it Thus. l\'e hope that it \\'ill continue at Riverside I ligh for many years to come.

C\\ 1,::-,..; \lcl)l•:J.t.11\.

COMPLIME TS OF

II

COMPLIMENTS OF

--1

The Oldest Club in the School

Inter-School Christian Fellowship

RIVERSIDE MARINE

" To Know Christ and to Make Him Known"

L:==-·- R. Bruce = - = - - - - = ~

H. A. Bruce
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CLASS COLUMN 9A
.\ day in 9A starts out '!cry keen,
\\'hen good 'ole Pete Baxter uses his bean;
Joyce Bolton continues to poke his back,

COMPLIMENTS OF

JIM AND PAT'S CONFECTIONERY
Wyandotte at Isabelle
Riverside

WH 5-4276

It's a wonder he ne\'er plans an attack.
11

\\'endy Burbridge and Tom Hawkin arc really quite a pair,
Sometimes I wonder if they're really there.
Lorrie Kirk and Cail Hancox arc like little mice
But. when you get to know them they're really quite nice.
The class just wouldn't be right
\\'ithout that bright spark Pearl \\' hite.
And his friend \Vayn c Long who is really quite tall,
You'd think he'd be a whiz at ba~kethall.
"A loud laugh speaks a vacant mind,"
:\Iarion Yates and Francis Tako fol low the grind.
Monica Phillips and Bob L inton are always quiet,
But when out class they're really a riot.
Lynn Vickers is always gorging her face,
Soon not one bit of her figure you'll be able to trace.
Jane Clancy's a girl who looks pretty fair,
But on her books she's written "Beware."
Jo-Anne and Gail Gratto arc closely related,
Such popular g irls arc heavily dated.
Doug Fitzgerald's a boy who really excels
In lifting weights and balancing barbells.
Sue Livingstone, who is the silent type,
Blushes when anyone comes in sight.
Larry \\' cstern and Bob Kir\'OShicn whose voices arc up to par,
Sing in St. Aidan's Church choir.
Eric Seppala of whom we are all fans,
Is leading us with the "Can-Can."
Herb :\Liller plays hockey :or Riverside's team
,\nd is really alert and on the beam.
Jo-Ann Gillespie is always so funny,
But serious ly she's really a honey.
Bob Simpso n is another short guy.
He's certainly no superman but wishes to fly.
Theresa Sealy is really a doll,
One who excels in Rock 'n' Roll.
Ken Moore and Richard :\Ioran are really the guys,
Kever doing their homework, not eve n a try.
There's a guy in our class nam ed Rick Howard,
\\' hen doing his homework he's a coward.
\\'etherup and \\'oodhouse are the two Johns in our class.
Forrest Shanno n and Sandy Starrett we just couldn't pass.
~Ir. O'Gorman is really a peach
Throughout the whole school, there's not a nicer 'teach'.
Although he sits there so:11eti111es very quiet
:\fost of the time he's really a riot.
His French vocabulary is really keen,
And over us he rules supreme.
~fr. O ' Go rman has French on th e ball
You can hear him 'parley·\'Ous-ing' up and down the hall.
And now my little poem must come lo an encl
\\' hile l go and make some new friends.
"Au rcvoir," and all that junk,
K ow you see what subje<'ts I flunk!
JOYCE BOLTON,
WEKDY BURBRIDGE.

II

ALMA COLLEGE
ST. THOMAS
ONTARIO
Residential School for Girls
Founded in 1876

IJ

GRADES IX TO XIII
inclusive
and
Excellent Courses in Secretarial Science
Music, Dramatics
Fine and Applied Arts
For Information and Prospectus
please write

MRS. STEELE SIFTON, B.A., B.Ed.
Principal
Open September 8, 1960

COMPLIMENTS OF

Vincente Hair Styles
RIVERSIDE GARAGE
NOBLE DUFF LTD.
1211 Wyandotte St.

Phone WH 5-6384

.I

Riverside

D
COMPLIMENTS OF

l\'lr. Gorski's Home Room
GRADE 10 C

D

ST. ROSE HARDWARE
2403 Wyandotte St., Riverside
WH 5-2334

Branch Store

EAST WINDSOR HARD.WARE
Wyandotte at Pillette - WH S-6101
" We Deliver"
Page 17 ifty-fi\'C
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Imperial Bank of Canada
"The Bank That Service Built"
Riverside Branch
L. A. Baron, Manager

COMPLIMENTS OF

RIVERSIDE NURSERY
Specialli.ing in

EVERGREEN - ORNAMENTAL TREES
WHitehall 5-4946

3510 Little River Rd.

Compliments of

LEEPO MACHINE
PRODUCTS LTD.
Manufacturers of Power Tools
For the Home

Workshop

CL 3-7819 or CL 3-5376

All Work Guaranteed

Three Aces Bump & Paint Shop

9B wouldn't be the same if:
Heintz Edwied didn't like girls.
Doug Connor let his hair grow.
Carole Lappan did her homework.
Virgil Duff got below 50 in all of his tests.
Ruby Thrasher wasn't so pretty.
Daniel Kapetanov wasn't another Liberace.
Charles Morgan was afraid of girls.
I ancy Watred didn't like redheads.
Bonnie \\.ells smiled at a boy.
Linda \Vestlake didn't flirt.
Leslie \\'ilson didn't haYe red hair.
Susan \Vhitley wasn't a whiz at 11ath.
Ellen Wood wasn't so shy.
Irene \Vojziuk didn't bother Ellen Vlood.
Shelagh \Vhite didn't want to be a nurse.
Pat Spicer came to school as much as she stayed home.
Dennis Walker wasn't so cute.
Jill Sgrazzuti became a book worm.
Re,·a Reid didn't like boys.
Carroll Quick wasn't so quiet.
Ute Preussel wasn't an a ll 'round gal.
Ron Fauteux was a mathematician.
Robert Goodfellow didn't play hockey.
Harris Grossman didn't haYe wrong answers.
Greig Holder im·ented something useful.
Bruce Jardine was caught cheating.
Linda Owens kept he glasses on.
Annette Pitre knew the answers.
Marilyn Post lost her personality as she Jost her voice.

Expert Collision Repairs

CHARLES GILES.

1989 Wyandotte W. at Partington

Free Estimates

SHAN FIELD'S

ADELMAN'S UNDERSELLING

DRY GOODS AND SHOES

DEPARTMENT STORE

Shanfield's Regular Prices are
Others "Sale" Prices

CL 4-2545-46
Riverside

1224 Wyandotte

s

M

JOHNSON HARDWARE

I
L
I

WE DELIVER

N
G

72 Wyandotte St. E.
Windsor

II
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Windsor, Ontario

60 Pitt Street

CL 3-9391

Phone WH 5-1131

Two Phones to Serve You

TAYLOR'S MARKET
Groceries, Meats, Fruits
and Frozen Food

SMILING SERVICE

s

E
R
V
I

C

E
1220 Wyandotte St.

!I

9C COLUMN

BEST WISHES FROM

.Please come to Room 15 and take a seat,
If a great class you would like to meet;
But, if our room you cannot find.
Choose the noisiest line and fall in behind.
\Ve will introduce you to Grade 9C,
A class that is as happy as can be.
A is for Adair, Peggy is her name,
She hopes to hit Hollywood and win great fame.
B is for Barbara, with her preference for ''D"s,
Janis Burleigh would like at "'A'' if you please.
C is for Carol, last name i,; Lowe,
She is a gal with many a beau.
D is for Doug, who comes in like a Gale
E,·ery morning, at 8:55 without fail.
E is for Evans, her first name is Gail.
She niakes a hit with many a male.
F is for Fuller, Fraser and Ford.
J n their back corner, they sure don 't get bored.
G is for Janice Gohm, ever so quiet,
She can't be blamed for starting a riot.
H is for "Hockey," Boyne '\Viseman is ourt star.
\Yithout him, the team wouldn't go far.
I is for "Intelligence," of which we arc lacking,
If we don't start working, we better start packing.
J is for Johnston, sometimes called Janie,
She's slightly wacky, and sometimes quite zany.
K is for S. Kelton, and )farjorie Kay.
On Saturday mornings, the piano they play.
L is for Lois Manney, a girl so petite,
And for Frank Lachance. our gymnastic athlete.
) I is for :'-.Iorrison, Mallaby and ~[unroe,
\\'hen these girls start to g iggle, they really go.
N is for Nonsense, our class takes the prize,
Except for a few owls, so very wise.
0 is for Ocalison, who listens for the bell,
Corina is her name, we all know her we ll.
P is for Anne Powers, who starts on the team,
Also for Pat Patrick, who is always on the beam.
Q is for Quarrington, Judy to be exact.
\ Vhen it comes to boys, she sure docsn ·1 lack.
R is for Robert ~[cloche, our class poet.
\\'hen he is famous, we will all know it.
S is for Sandy, whose surname is Long,
The girls would like to ha ,·c her brother along.
T is for the "Teachers·• we find in the ~chool,
\\'hen after Bob Taylor, look in his pool.
U is for Unger, that's our boy Ron.
\ \ 'hen around his girl, he is a real Don Juan.
V is for vigorous, vivacious, and vim,
\,\" e really shine, while in the gym.
\\' is for \Vinch and \Varnock. the basket, they make.
Then there is Paul \\"aldcn. his arm he did break
X is for mistakes. which appear on our books,
These always draw teachers· sternest looks.
y is ior the year, that hasn"t gone slow,
\ \'c arc now sorry, that we have to go.
Z is for zoom, and away we will fly,
Until next year, we will say good-bye.
This little ditty, we'll bring to and end,
Hoping we've said nothing that will offend.
FRA:-.ICES )IUNROE,
JANE JOHKSTON.

,
STORES

LOGAN PHOTOGRAPHY
"Riverside's Photo Centre"

• Quality Portraits
• We dding Photos
• Cameras and Supplies
1445 Wyandotte

FURNITURE -

WH 8-1356

RUGS -

APPLIANCES

Buy wth Confidence on
Convenient Cr edit Terms

BAUM & BRODY'S
Corner Chatham & Ferry St.

COMPLIMENTS OF

BAKER DAIRY BAR
Corner of
Villaire and Wyandotte

WH 8-2161

D
-

COMPLIMENTS

WINDSOR AUTOMOBILE
DEALERS ASSOClATION
Clearwater Dodge-DeSoto Ltd.
Noble Duff Ltd.
Abbey Gray Ltd.
Moran Motors Ltd.
Walter Pelett
Lorne T. Rowson (1958) tLd.
Simon Motors Ltd.
Webster Motors Windsor Ltd.
Windsor Motor Co. Ltd.

D
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These are some of the interesting things that the
pupils in 9D do the most:

~o~

Focu~...

ot WADAl RISI WI

vocation, it will pay you to read about what a
.:areer in banking has to offer you-its opportunities and benefits. Simply drop a line to the
Staff Department, Bank of Montreal, P.O. Box
6002, Montreal, and ask for a copy of "Career
Opportunities at Canada's First Bank". If you
prefer, you can call in at your nearest branch for
a copy. There is no obligation, except to yourself.

BANK OF MONTREAL

~'?~6'~
Rive r side Branch:

G EORG E WIGLE , Manager

Compliments of

W. J. BONDY & SONS LTD.
Shoes for the Whole Family
Windsor

126 Ouellette Ave.

BAILLIE'S MUSIC & CARD CENTRE
320 Pelissier Street
Your Record and Card Shop
CL 2-0369

WHITEHALL PAINT & WALLPAPER
2411 Wyandotte St., Corner of Virginia
WH 8-2771

" Fine Wallpapers and Paints"

CLASS COLUMN 9D

Pat Booth- Practices her Pepsodent smile.
Barbara Day-\Vonders what it is like to be tall.
Gail Hanbidge-Being sick at conyenient times.
Audrey Hillman-Asking everyone "Parlez-vous
Francais ?"
Janet Ireland- Sharpening the spikes of her track
shoes.
Heather Je,Yel- ;.Iaking the girls in our class test her
cooking.
Jack Kitson-Trying to outstare people.
Robert Linrquist-Trying to be our "Latin American
Dreamboat."
John Loaring-\\·onder if ).fr. \\' ilkinson will eyer
figure him out .
Tim Millar-\Vrites out the Business P ractice book
chapter by chapter .
Tom 1Iiller-Getting on the good side of our English
teacher.
Tom Iewmark--Tries to imitate Allen Phillips' laugh.
.\llan Phillips-Being people's pet peeYe.
Hob Richardson-Flirting with Barbara Day.
Jim Robinson-Combing his hear at the wrong time.
\\'alter Salmon-Cracking innocent jokes.
Olga Sigmond- LeaYing her locker key on the coat
rack.
Henrey Sipella- Looking puzzled-especially in )[ath.
class.
Carol Solomchuk-\\' anders if there are any short
cu ts to Grade I 3. "?"
Jacqueline Spearin- Does nothing- but daydream all
day.
Oswald Stahl-Smiling like a happy Bohemian.
Brenda Steel-Prancing a round the English Room.
Gladys Steinhoff- P1anning for the next weekend.
Laura Steyenson- Counting the days until the next
dance. BOYS!
Da ,·id (Slim) Stewart- A !ways recopying his notes.
Joy Stinchcombe-Rushing to our homeroom.
Eileen Tiede-Tries to explain what she means.
Xancy Thomson-\\'onders what she can wear to
school the next day.
:\Iargaret Tofflemire.....:...\\' a lking a way from people
without telling about it-Eh 1Iarge?
Kay \Vallace- :\sking our class how we like her new
hair styles.
The last one on our list but cenrtainly not the least
is :\Ir. ).!eh·ille-\\'ho wonders if we will ever
understand the Grade 11ine science problems.
K r\1\CY THOMSOK and
)IARG.\RET TOFFLEMIRE.

RIVERSIDE BOWLING CENTRE

COMPLIMENTS OF

2611 Wyandotte at Edward
W H 8-2372

STEEL MASTER TOOL

Modern Lanes, Hand Driers
Semi-automatic Pin Setters
Special Rates for Student Leagues
Page Fifty-eight
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COMPANY LIMITED
FRANK J. MILLER- Vice-President

_\

COMPLIMENTS 01~

CLASS COLUMN 9E

GUARANTEE CLEANERS
:-.0111<: :-.011gs

11

hich ha,·<: had great fame.

CL 6,2601
533 Riverside Dr. E.

They a lso seem to s uit 9E's names.

Windsor, Ont.

K .. \ndrews- ..\I idnight !•Iyer.
S .. \rcli<:I

ROBERT D. HEWITT

The Chip1111111k Song.

INSURANCE

S. Baillie- Wild One.
S. Bro11 n

Office-CL 6-8294

L. Bennett- It's Only :\fake Beliel'e.
G. Burdl'lte

J.

Res.-WH 5-2514

COMPLIMENTS OF

<>n the lll'ach.

ROSSINI TILE & CARPET

Clende11ni11g-\\'altzi11g }.fatilda.

R.. Co:-;h

AUTO

Black ..\lagic.

F. Campbell- Long Tall Sal ly.
B. ChC'<:tham

FffiE -

LIFE -

I J•:njoy Being a Cirl.

1443 Wyandotte St. E., Riverside

WH 5-2337

Little Brown "Juel."

E. Dehrecan- .\rnong ".\ly Souvenirs.
C. Dell ·Standing on t he Cornrr.

COMPLIMENTS OF

P. Duncan- Sweet :\'othin's.

JOHNSTON CYCLE & SPORT CENTRE

R. Dunca11-\\'hat 111 thl' \\'orld Comes Over You.

1405 Wyandotte St. at Esdras

B . J,:,·ans- Paddling ;\ly ..\fadeline Back I Jome.

:\. Ferry

C. Fisher

Let the J.,ittle Girl Dance.
Trouble.

D . lliggi11botto111

I

lf l llad a Girl.

B. Smith

Compliments

II

L. J lipson - Petite Fleu r .
C. Lyon

Riverside, Ontario

S ink thl' Bismarck.

H. !licks

..\f. 1loha

WH 5-3434

of

i

Footsteps (Sizl' 12).
You Cot \\'hat It Takes.
Lillie Bitty CirJ.

RIVERSIDE
l(EY CLUB

II

P. Smith- Bad Boy.

MODERN HARDWARE
WH 5-4263

COMPLIMENTS OF

3317 Wyandotte Street

LAZARE'S FURS

Riverside

Western Ontario's Largest Furriers

- - ====-==============
HANO -C RAFTED
QUALITY

493 Ouellette

I>

COMPLIMENTS OF

Radio and Television Sales and Service

RIVERVIEW RADIO & T.V.
269 CORONADO DR.

.I

TECUMSEH, ONTARIO
Call SE 5-9541

Windsor, Ont.

AJAX BUILDERS SUPPLIES LTD.
LUMBER

• PLASTER • CEMENT
Phone WH 5-6318
6160 Tecumseh Rd. East
Windsor

•================-===·===============
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COMPLL,tENTS OF

DOMESTIC ELECTRIC

WITHOUT HOPE

HOUSEWIRING
A. Mickey Campeau

ln solitude, he walks along- the beach.

916 Erie Street East

CL 2-1426

•\nd memories from his empty heart pres,, deep:
For. on this day so long- ago in time.
\ \'hen lea, es "ere falling- from the autumn trees.
. \nd birds in south,, arcl journey winged their
way.
His one last hope for him was dra\\'n away.
.-\ way. belo\\' the depths of that cruel sea,

a

The sea \\'hose beach hi;; weary feet now t rod.
Away. ;;o far. that ne'er again could he
E'er hope to feel the \\'armth of human dreams.
Yes. now he li,·ccl his life from day to da)
For in hi;; future joy was ne'er to come:
.-\nd now this sea of \\'Oe and cruel, cruel "'rath

\\'ould be his friend and end his misery.

GRANT AND MINGAY INSURANCE LTD.
1369 Ouellette Ave., Windsor

)f.\RGARET \'.\R.\H-13.

Phone CL 6-23S9

ltirtnriu Oinllrgr
in the

UNIVERSITY OF 1'0RONTO
Fount/rd by Rural Charier in 1836 "for lhe general education of youtlt
in the Nirious branchn of Literature and Science 011 Christian Principles."

.\s one of the Federated Colleges in the Faculty of .\rts of the Cni\'ersity
of Toronto, Yictoria College enrols students in all courses leading to the
degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Commerce and preparatory
to admission to the schools of Graduate Studies, Di,inil\·. Education.
Law and Social \\'ork.
·
Jn the Annesley Hall \\'omen':; Residences accommodation is a,·ailable for
women students of Victoria College. ln the \"ictoria College Residences
accommodation is a ,·ailablc for men students of the College.

Men and Women in Residence rnay be assisted

through Residence B,irsaries.
For full information, including calendars and bulletins,
apply to the Registrar, Victoria College, Toronto.

l'ai.:-e Sixt)

II

Best Wishes from the

COMPLIMENTS OF

Gosling & Lamoureux Construction Ltd.

River side Public Utilities
Commission
EDMUND CECILE

Builders of Custom-Built Homes
Remodelling & Industrial Buildings
WH 5-9962

Riverside, Ont.

WH 5-9737

Chairman

R. C. FENNER

We Need Your Head in Our Business

Commissioner

GORDON R. STEWART

Mayor

D. D. MacKENZIE

Manager

PAUL M.£1, ILLOUX

Secretary,Treasurer

COMPLIMENTS

Esquire Barber and Beauty Salon
Wyandotte at St. Louis

Riverside

" Three Barbers to Serve You"

COMPLIMENTS OF
12 B BOYS

COMPLil\lENTS

G. A. INGRAM CO. (CANADA) LTD.
HOSPITAL, PHYSICIAN'S AND
F IRST AID SUPPLIES
Ph. CL 4-6484

1011 Ouellette Ave.

Windsor

I

COMPLIMENTS OF

I

LEVER DRUG STORE

I

A

Wyandotte at Reedmere

II

Phone WH 5-2211

FRIEND
COMPLIMENTS OF

JACK'S CORNER STORE

RIVERSIDE CLEANERS

CONFECTIONERY

(Free Pick-up and Delivery)

Gifts Toys -

E. PINTER
WH 5-2112

Magazines
Modelcraft

1198 Monmouth at Ontario
CL 3-2905

Windsor

Coyle's Jewellery & Gift Shop

FREEDOM

Gifts For All Occasions

SCHOOL RINGS and CRESTS
Guaranteed W atch and Clock Repairs
1409 Wyandotte

Phone WH 5-1969

,.

Riverside, Ontario

COMPLii\1ENTS OF

BATES HARDWARE LIMITED
General Hardware 1082 Wyandotte St. E.

W1indsor, Ont.
CL 4-2866

Kitchen Utensils
1308 Wyandotte

Riverside, Ont.
WH 5-1133

The arid wind doth make him shudder
But, alas he cannot wander to another
Aime: for his roots a1·c pla1Hed in the de,ert ma~~
IIa,·e pity on this little blade of grass.

l' pward, C\'Cr upward docs he fly
This minute speck in the abyss of sky;
:,( ever searching beginning nor end,
lla\'e pity on our feathered friend.
.\round, above. throughout beyond,
From the moon to the country heyond,
llis ever ~carching mind of exploration.
Ha,·e pity, Lord. on your special creation.

PETER SYRIKC-12,\.

_I
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Telephone CL 3-7411

333 Ouellette Ave.

SPORTING GOODS -

Oh, warm comforter of the night,
1[ ,. friend through storm and blizzard,
How do you give such great delight
\\'hen I hold you to my gizzard.

II

GEO. H. WILKINSON LIMITED
SHOES -

"Ode to A Hot Water Bottle"

II

Oh friend of many a sleepless night
To whom I oft do burble
.\nd who does answer my worried plight
\'\' ith a low and plaintive gurgle!
.\t night when worries I try to fend,
\\' hen cares I try to throttle,
I would not be without my friend,
~r y good hot water bottle.
KAREN KERSEY-llB.

LUGGAGE

--- -==============
COMPLIMENTS OF

RIVERSIDE BARBER SHOP
STEVE KMIT, Prop.
1417 Wyandotte St. E.
Riverside, Ontario

WH 5-1779

COMPLL"1ENTS OF

COMPLIMENTS

AITKEN DRUG STORE

OF

2001 Wyandotte St.

10 D

Phone WH 5-1962

A. G. MclNTOSH

HALCYON SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Phone CL 4-9303

Texaco Service Garage

W H 5-1312

Teachers of String Instruments

Wyandotte and Thompson Bvld.
Riverside, Ontario

55 University Avenue

Windsor, Ontario

WAFFLE'S ELECTRIC LIMITED

BOYD'S BEAUTY LOUNGE

ELECTRIC MOTORS

911 Wyandotte St.

400 Erie Street East

4 Operators to Serve You
CL 4-2595

Windsor, Ontario

MRS. 0. BOYD, Prop.

WH 5-1623

1

COMPLIMENTS OF

UNDERWOOD LIMITED
154 Pitt Street West
Ontario
W indsor
CL 6-2307

Manager, F. S. Ayrheart

I
,I

Cecile Hardware and Electric
A Complete Hardware Line
Housewiring - Appliance Repairs
Specialized Dryer and Stove Wiring - Free Estimates
3623 Wyandotte St.
WH 8-3671
Opp. Dominion Store
Res. WH 5-6217
Riverside

- ---- -

When you go Shopping
SHOP at
Your Dependable Department Store

BARTLET'S
Bartlet, Macdonald and Gow Limited
Ouellette Avenue at the River
Before You Buy, See

INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS
Built, Sold, Serviced by Truck Men
Commercial Service Garage
Truck Sales Division
Phone CL 6-2685
905 Mercer St., Windsor

Pagt· Sixty-two
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WONSCH CONSTRUCTION LTD.

DARK AGES-1959

2425 Riverside Drive
WH 5-1384
Sheila and Sharon Apartments
University Manor

l am the judge and jury- all in one,
.\nd \\'hen L say th is man is coloured black

COMPLIMENTS OF

l haYe condemned him. and his course is run.

BEAVER LUMBER CO. LTD.

J le is an ()Utcast- let him not come back,

2304 Walker Road

F o r \\'e are \\'hite and justly proud, I kno\\'.

CL 4-9271

Our fair complexion marks us o,·er all;
. \nd let it not be said that I " ·ii I go
\\'here darker skins \\'ill not be

made to Cra\\'I.

\\' hat is 111y name? I'm called "Race Prejudice."
\\' here i,, my home? \\'here ignorance can d11·ell.
l lie and fester 'ti! a time like this
\\'hen l arise \\'ith one tremendous S\\'ell . . .
\\'ithout me . \\'ar!> \\'Otdd soon be out of date,
For l must TE. \Cl I the children ho\\' to hate.

KElTII \\'ARD-13.

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
congratulates the 1960 graduating cktsses of

RIVERSIDE HlGll St:HOOL
and welcomes your inquiries about continuing your
education in any of the following fie lds:
Arts
Pure Sciences
Business Administration
Engineering
H ~usehold Science
Nursing
For information about scholarships, bursaries, student loans,
contact the Registrar, Assumption University of W indsor,
400 Huron Line, CLearwater 4-9246

11
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AUTOGRAPHS

l 1

HAWKESWOOD GARAGE LIMITED
COMPLETE COLLISION SERVICE

QUALITY DIAMOND
SWISS WATCHES

Phones: CL 4-1108 • CL 4-1109

FINE SILVER

270 Erie St. East at McDougall
WINDSOR, ONT.

ENGLISH CHINA

11

B IRKS

I

JEWELLERS

Ouellette at Park

____ I
1'i!!!l' Sixly-fuur

J

Conipliments of

TOWN OF RIVERSIDE
MAYOR GORDON R. STEWART
Councillors:
B. A. Ballard

C. P. Chauvin

A. W. Lappan

J. J. LeFave
G. A. Taylor

Clerk Treasurer- R. A. Everett

Compliments of

RIVERSIDE
BOARD OF EDUCATION
Chairman ..................................................................................... .........Mrs. C. Davis
Vice-Chairman .. .. . .......... .

............Mr. S. R. Tarleton

R.H. Brown

E. E. Varab

G. S. Nisbet

L. F. Blonde

Dr. A. T. Wachna

J. T. W. St. Aubin

Secretary-Treasurer .................................................. ..... A. Colebourne
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